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FAILED
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SHOW ALL HONE
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OFFI-CIAL-

INVESTIGATION
LEGISLATIVE
SCENE OF ATTEMPT TO SHOW
DONA
CONNECTION BETWEEN

SO

6.

1

follows:

"William F.; McCombs, chairman of
the democratic national committee,
l,
$500 on October 9, 1912; Henry'
treasurer of the democratic
national committee, $1,000, on October 5, 1912; John Lynn, New York,
H.
$500 on October 22, 1912; Jacob
Schlff, $2,500; Obraham I.Elkus, $500.
Some of the checks, which were produced, were deposited in the Mutual
Alliance Trust company and some in
the Farmers' Loan a'nd Trust company, both of this city. The former was
that used by L. A. Sarecky, Governor
Sulzer's confidential secretary,, for
campaign contributions. Its books
showed total deposits to Sulzer's account of $12,405 between October 1
and November 12, 1912. All was
drawn out except $190. There were 94
separate checks, according to these
Governdepositions, and $2,000 in cash.
or-Sulzer's
sworn list contained 63
contributors and totaled $5,460, Mr.
Richards asserted.
The attempt to connect Mr. Sulzer
with the purchase of 200 shares of
Big Four railroad stock on October
22, was made through questioning Arthur A. Fuller, of the New York stock
exchange firm of Fuller and Gray, conaccount desig
cerning an
nated as "Account No. 500." Mr. Fuller
refused point blank to answer the
question and was directed to remain
under subpoena till tha courts can
decide if he must answer. The committee adjourned this afternoon to
meet tomorrow moning.
'

CITY

WHERE

HE HOPES TO ARRANGE PEACE
BETWEEN WINGS OF PARTY

PLAN

TO

DINE

BANQUET EARLY THIS WINTER
TO MARK UNIFICATION OF G. O.
P.

IF

HIS WISHES

A

BECOME

Chicago, Aug. 6. Ormsby Mcriarg
came here from New York today to
discuss with republican and progressive leaders plans for the reunion
DECLARES HE WILL NOT ACCEPT
of the two parties at a monster dinPOST UNDER ANY CONDITION-INTEN- DS
AMBASSADOR LOCATES
ner which is proposes to be held In
Berlin, Aug. 6 James W. Gerard,
ONLY TO COMPLETE
this city early in the coming winter.
I'nited States ambassador to Germany
AND
MISSiON
RETURN.
"The time is at hand when the rewith his wife and sister, the Countess
'bull
and
moosers'
must
publicans
Anton Sigray, left for Hamburg today
unite in common defense against the
and will embark on the Amerika for
democratic party," said McHarg. "We
the United States tomorrow.
now have the opportunity to capitalNew Orleans, Aug. 6. John
Mr. Gerard succeeded,- aided by the
ize the mistakes of the present adLind, President Wilson's person- ministration and the Chicago dinner newspaper versions of his house huntal representative, en route to
lias been proposed as a method of ing difficulties, in finding two suitable
Mexico, said here today that he
houses for his residence in Berlin.
preparing for the reunion. This One
4 (would not under
any circum- them
in
is
the
aristocratic
of
should not prove difficult. Both restances
the ambassador-- .
accept
Tiergarten district, and the other nearpublicans and progressives have been er
ship to Mexico. Mr. Lind left at
the center of the city. The rental
influenced for a generation by the
11:30 o'clock this morning for
of each Is about$19,000 annually, this
same politics and thought. The prowhere he will board
Galveston,
item alone exceeding the ambassador's
gressive movement was sociological
New Hampshire
the
battleship
salary by $1,500.
and not political,"
tomorrow.
Mr. Lind said that
after he had accomplished what
SAENGERFEST AT DUBUQUE
ATTACKS COTTON CLAUSE
he expected to in the southern
.Dubuque, la., Aug. 6. German singWashington, Aug. 6. -- Attacking the
republic he would, not accept a
cotton schedule of the tariff bill in ing societies of the Mississippi valpermanent
post in ;that country.
in force today for
the senate today Senator Lippett, of ley assembled here
He refused to discuss any of the
.
the opening of their annual saenger-festRhode Island, declared that it wort ed
recent' statement of President
Among the cities represented
Huerta of Mexico. "
against the luxury of New England in
are Des Moines, La Crosse, Freeport,
favor of southern-madnecessaries.
Burling"It is a, bill made by southerners," Rock Island, Cedar Rapids,
-'
ton, Chicago,' Muscatine and Sioux
oaid he. "The rates are out of balCity. The program covers four days
ance.
6. President
They are just the capricious
Washington, Aug.
and provides for five orchestra pro
and haphazard result of a desire to do
Wilson's' action in sending 'former
ductions, chorus competitions and
Governor John Lind to Mexico as a
something and in the shuffle cotton concerts
by a number of noted
got the worst of it, very much more
special emissary in the present situthan worts of it than was meant or
ation was "attacked in the senate tounderstood."
day by Senator Clark of Wyoming,
OF FIRST MASS who declared
Senator Lippett proposed as a sub- ANNIVERSARY
something else must be
Bar Harbor, Me., Aug. 6. A not- done
stitute for the cotton schedule the
by the administration to guaim-te- e
rates of the Dingley bill less 20 per able celebration was held today in
adequate protection to Americans.
cent which would leave the average honor of the 300th anniversary of the
Senator Clark presented a resolui'iist mass said on Maine soil. The tion
duties of 30.4
an immediate
e

per cent as against the
rates in the pending bill ranging from celebration was conducted by the
Maine Catholic Historical society. It
7
to 30 per cent.
was in 1613, soon after the first permanent settlement was established
HAY BEFORE COMMITTEE
on Mount Desert
island, that the
Washington, Aug. 6. Colonel Eduar-d- o
Jesuit
missionaries set up their cross
Hay, chief of staff of the constitutionalist forces In Sonora, gave to the and celebrated their first mass.
senate foreign relations committee y
a detailed account of his views
on conditions in Mexico. The consti- GUIBENCY
tutionalist movement, he declared,
controlled at least
of MexIS WILSON'S

JIM!

two-thir-

ico.

Though he made no recommendations, Colonel Hay Insisted that intervention by the United States would
make things worse and that any mediation which recognized the govern
ment of Huerta was impossible. His
idea of the solution of the situation
was to lift the embargo on arms so
that the constitutionalists could carry on a more active campaign. Then,
he declared, troubles in Mexico soon
would he settled.

FOREIGN GOLF EXPERTS COMING
SAWTELLE FOR JUDGE
London, Aug. 6. Harry Vardon and
Washington, Aug. 6. W. A. Saw-tellEdward Ray, the noted golf experts,
of Tucson has been selected by
sailed today on the Celtic to com- President Wilson to be United States
pete in the American open champion- judge for the district of Arizona. He
ship tournament to be held next was recommended by both Arizona
month at Brookline, Mass. Ray and senators and his nomination was exVardon are accompanied on the trip pected to go to the senate today.
The president later today sent to
by Wilfrid Reid, the professional at
the Banstead Downs club, and Louis the senate the following nominations:
Minister to Venezaeia, Preston
Tellier, a 'well known French
of Oklahoma..
TJnited States judge, Distriqt of
AMERICAN LIBERATED
Arizona, William H. Sawtelle, of
Mexico City, Mex., Aug. 6. L. Blum,
e

the American arrested here yesterday
on a charge of complicity in a plot
to assassinate Provisional President
Huerta, has been given his liberty provisionally pending an investigation by
the authorities.

WILSON'S POLICY

M

AT CHICAGO

REALITY.

Contributions to
unGovernor Sulzer's campaign fund,
investigaa
of
legislative
der the fire
tion committee, were at least $5,000
more than his sworn statement represented them to be according to the testotimony of bank officials and others
day at the resumption of the
tee hearings. Counsel for the committee sought to show that the goverrail-20
shares of
nor had purchased
road stock on October 22, 1912 paying
cash for them, and to establish connection between this transaction and
the contributions re failed to include
in his sworn statement. Witnesses
met such inquirers with flat refusals
to answer. Senator Frawley, chairman of the committee was of the opinion that the testimony shows that the
governor has bought the stock. Eugene L. Richards, counsel for the committee, thought otherwise." ...
"
The contributions alleged io have
been made to the governor's campaign
fund but not mentioned in his statement, as brought out today, were as

'
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ORMSBY

INTERVIEW

TIONS AND STOCK PURCHASES.
New York, Aug.

SAYS

ESCAPE

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. fi. Mrs.
Bernard Ufeld, of 1015- West Tieras
avenue, accompanied by a young girl,
had a narrow escape from death or
ATTACKED
serious Injury yesterday morning at
the corner of Coal avenue and Edith
street in the Highlands, when the new
Ilfeld Studebaker car in which they
were riding became unmanageable.
Mrs. Ilfeld In attempting to put on
the brakes put her foot on the "foot WYOMING MAN EXCORIATES THE
throttle" and instead of stopping the
PLAN OF SENDING LIND TO
car sent It ahead full speed. It crashMEXICO TO INVESTIGATE CON
ed into and uprooted a young tree six
DITIONS UNOFFICIALLY.
inches in diameter and then struck a
trolley pole, eight inches in diameter,
breaking the pole short off, bringing CALLS '
INFORMATION
down the trolley wire and thus tying
up traffic, and leaving a dent in the
FOLLOWS
ALONG
front of the machine half the diameter LEGISLATOR
LINE BLAZED BY FALL AND
of the pole. The car was badly damaged externally audi Internally and
OTHERS IN DEMANDING FULLwill be in the repair shop for a con
EST POSSIBLE KNOWLEDGE.
siderable number of days.
By a miracle neither of the occupants of the car were even bruised LIND
EMBASSY
DECLINES
r::id they are receiving many
congratulations on their escape.

PACIFIC COAST ATHLETIC MEET
Victoria, B. C, Aug. 6 Never before has an athletic meet in this section brought together such classy athletes as those who rounded up at Oak
Bay park today tb compete in the inTENARA WINS 2:14 TROT
ternational track and field championKalamazoo, Mich., Aug. 6. First ships of the Pacific coast. Included
heat 2:14 trot, every heat a race, pa- among the entrants were star perper mills purse of $3,000: Tenara first, formers from San Francisco, Los AnFan Patch second; Rensens, third; geles, Portland, Seattle, Spokane and
2:09.
Dan Range fourth, Time.
the larger cities of British Columbia

PRESIDENT ADHERES

TO DETERTO GET BILL AT
THIS SESSION

-

MINATICN

Washington, Aug. 6. President
talked currency to a number of his
callers today and made it. plain that he
intends to stick to his determination
to have a hill passed at the extra ses--

sion.

Senator James told the president today that the democrats would put the
bill through. Senator Hughes took a
similar view. Senator Owen, chairman
of the banking committee, pointed out
that In his poll of the senate only
Senators Hitchcock
and O'Gorman
were flatly opposed to legislation at
thls time. All the other democrats,
he said, but five, we're earnestly in
favor of the legislation and the five,
though preferring to defer the task to
the next session, would abide by the
wishes of the president and the ma- jority. The president expressed his
satisfaction over the action of the
house banking committee in voting to
report the administration bill, when
he talked with Representatives Wil-foof Florida, Patten of New York
and Seldomridge of Colorado.
Copies of the revised draft of the'
Glass currency bill, containing amendments adopted late yesterday by democrats of the house currency committee, were ia circulation about the cap-ito- l
today and were the subject of
careful scrutiny by friends and opponents of the president's currency reform
plan.

for

investigation

by the senate foreign relations committee of the condition of American
citizens and American
property In
Mexico.
"This resolution is not introduced in
a spirit of hostility to the administration or of criticism of the foreign relations committee," declared tha sen-

are growing
ator, "but coiicUtions
steadily worse in Mexico. Now we
learn that Governor Lind has been
sent there by President Wilson.
"That does not satisfy. Mr. Lind
does not go as the official represent- ative of the United States.. He does
not go as an American ambassador
cloaked with authority to represent
the United States. He cannot be appealed to by American' citizens for
protection. Some other steps are
necessary to give to Americans and
American property tne protection
they need and are demanding.
Senator Sheppard presented a summary of the strengtn of the constitutionalist forces in Mexico. He declared the senate should have complete knowledge of the number of
constitutionalist leaders, the troops
they could muster, the extent of the
territory controlled and tne ex'eit
of their equipment.
Senator "Shep- pard's report showed that the 'constitutionalist leaders had followers numbering between C0.000 and 80,000 and
that they were in possession of far
more than half of Mexico.
"We are unable to et exact und
definite- information,'1 said Senator
Clark, "about conditions in Mexico.
Evidence still continues, however, to
show that American property is being
destroyed every day, that American
citizenship is being aisnonored tn"sre
and even officers of the American
government are being shot down. It
is no purpose of this resolution to
place the responsibility for these outrages. It is to obtain information. 1
know there is a disposition at times
to regard such information confidential, but in my Judgment that is not
the proper course now because it is
no secret that other- - nations than pur- -

Vegas get to
the Giants

It's
up to the fans.
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AUGUST 6, 1913.

SEN! CLARK
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OF

HAS NARROW

WtF?E

BY

0ii GRLSSIVES

EVllf

DISCREPANCYJM $5,000
A

IT
ARE

'POLITICAL,

BANKING
SHOW HE FAILTO
TENDS
ED TO INCLUDE SOME CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAMPAIGN FUNDS.

TESTIMONY

WILL:

CITY "iDITIONf

selevs are interested In the situation.
Conditions are being talked of, not PEACE
CONCLUDED HORE
REFUTATION
only in the senate, but elsewhere.
The conditions cannot long be borne
with by the American republic. Some
BETWEEN BALKAN
FOH HULHALL'S
thing must be done, or something
will be done. I do not intend to ask
for a vote on the resolution at this
STATES TODAY
time and unless some one desires to
RECITALS
speak in regard to it, I shall ask that
it go over."
BITTER FIGHTING OVER
Lind Sails Tomorrow
JAMES A. EMERY, REPRESENTING
Former Governor Lind of MinneOF THE SPOILS WON
MANUFACTURERS'
DEASS'N
sota on his way to Mexico as Presi
FROM TURKEY BY ALLIES IS
NIES
SOME
OF
CONFESSED
dent Wilson's personal representative,
NOW AT AN END.
LOBBYIST'S STATEMENTS.
will sail from Galveston, Tex., for
Vera Cruz on the battleship
New
Hampshire tomorrow. Secretary Jiryair WAR BEGAN
ON
JULY
I WANTED OPEN SHOP,
SAYS
today asked Secretary Daniels to provide the battleship.'
The gunboat
BY
SERVIA
IS WITNESS BEFORE THE SENATE
Wheeling, patrolling the lower gulf DECLARATION
has
left
coast,
FOLLOWED PROMPTLY
BY AN
Campeche for
INVESTIGATING
COMMITTEE
On the Pacific coast the
NOUNCEMENT
FROM GREECE
TELLS OF FORMATION OF
cruiser Yorktown has left Salina Cruz
DISPO-POSITIO-

Pro-gress-

AND ACTION BY ROUMANIA.
for Topolobampo.
Today's official
dispatches from
Mexico contained n6 information of
Bucharest, Roumania, Aug. 6.
the five American officials of the Peace was concluded today at a meet
Madera Lumber company who are be ing of conferees of Greece, Roumania,
lieved in El Paso to have been taken Montenegro and Bulgaria.
The war between the Balkan allies
prisoners and held in Chihuahua. Inwho had fought shoulder to shoulder
quiries are being made.
against Turkey, began on July 1. On
that date the Servian minister of the
No News of Battle
'

El Paso, Tex., Aug. 6 Federal of- interior declared that Servia was at
ficials in Juarez have heard nothing war with Bulgaria. On the same day
today from the battle fought south of Greece also announced that a state
Juarez between federal troops guarding of war existed, but did not make a
supply trains enroute to Chihuahua formal declaration.. Roumania declarand a band of rebels under Toribio ed war on July 10 and moved her

COUNCIL.

Washington, Aug. C. James A.
Emery, Washington representative of
the National Association of Manufacturers, testified today before the senate lobby committee to tell tha organization's side of the story that
Martin M. Mulhall began. Emery was
examined first by Robert McCarter,
attorney for the association. Attorney McCarter announced ha
intended to show that tha National
Association of Manufacturers
had
only been opposing the work of the
American Federation of Labor, "taking the opposite view; on most subjects of legislation."
"We are going to investigate tha
American Federation of Labor, too,"
said Senator Walsh-SenatReed observed that his "
idea of the it.uty of the committee
was to determine the truth or falsity
of the Mulhall letters.
Emery testified he nad been national counsel for the manufacturers
since 1909 and for the National Council of Industrial Defense since 190C.
The council, he explained, was the
natural outgrowth, of the desire of
employers of, labor to term some

troops over the Bulgarian frontier to
occupy the strip of territory from
Silistria on the Danube to Varna on
the Black sea, which she qlaimel "in
order to
the balance of
power." The trouble between the
allies arose from the difficulty c! dividing the territory captured. by them
from Turkey.
Severe fighting followed and many
uiuuaanus oi men were Killed or
wounded. Soon after the beginning
oi Hostilities numerous massacies
and acts of pillage were reported to
have been committed by the various
STRIKE IS RENEWED
armies.
ihe Montenegrin troops
BU- Louis, Aug. f.
The strike of $!rl never ,came into action during - the
that ipisht be sbi-tmaintenance nien period of hostilities" although they
and
operators
doctor therd What tha united Uhof
against the Southwestern Telegraph also were nominally at war with Bul organizations wished to dp for labor.
and Telephone company which was an- garia.
Broadly speaking', he said, the main
nounced yesterday as settled, practicidea was to fight for the "open shop"
ally was renewed this afternoon.
instead of the unionized shop for
POKER GAME RAIDED
which labor contended.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 6. The
Emery testified that in August,
police at 11:30 o'clock last night add1907, at the suggestion of James W.
ed a poker game in a room over, the
SOCMEN'S STRIKE
Club saloon, 114 North Second street. VanCleave, then president of the manufacturers'
association, representaarrested six men who gave their
SPSEADS TO DULUTH They
names as Juan Martinez, John Brown, tives fit 14 employing: associations
met in New York and laid plans that
Frank Ault, J. S. Sayre, Wallin Locke,
in the forfatlou
resulted
of tha
PROGNOSTICATIONS
OF I. W. W. and Herb Bell.
Council of Industrial Defense. Mai- The police seiezd a pile cf poker
ORGANIZER ARE FULFILLED
hall swore there were no meetings,
chips and 25 decks of cards which they IVanCleave and
BY WALKOUT TODA.Y
other officials lust
found in the room. The six men at
formed the council, a paper organiza
dock the station furnished $50 bonds to apDuluth, Minn., Aug.
tion, and elected themselves officers.
laborers' strike on the Allouez docks pear before Police Judge Craig this
at Superior, spread to the Duluth, morning.
SOLDIERS GOING HOME
Chief of Police McMillin and Can- Missabe & Northern docks here toCalumet,
Mich., Aug. 6. Reduction
out
tain
carried
raid
Pat O'Grady
the
The
day when the day shift quit.
of the military force in the copper
demands of the men have not yet while Patrolman Charles Mainz, was
mine strike district was planned tobeen presented. Presumably they stationed outside to catch anyone
day by General P L. Abbey. Those
to
who
chief
The
Alescape.
will be the same as thobe of tfie
attempted
soldiers
whose presence at home Is
and Captain O'Grady found the door
louez workers.
most
will be allowed to
important
room
of
locked. The chief placed
the
F. H. Little, a worker for the I. W.
start back within a day or two and
W. W., who has been involved in the his shoulder against the door and it
Allouez strike, has been working to crashed Inward. He and the captain provisional companies and battalions
will be organized.
all
Practically
get the Missabe men to go out. Hand entered.
in the district lead toward Lau-iiuroads
bills were a potent factor. The strike
"Mother" Jones was to
today.
ordered here opened in orderly fashSEPTEMBER MORN
make her first speech there. The
ion. The night shift completed Its
Albuquerque, Aug. 6. The appear- mass meeting, was scheduled to folwork and the day shift refused to go ance
in Albuquerque of a replica of low a big
parade late today.
to work, stopping all work at the
the celebrated (or notorius, accorddocks.
ing to the point of view) painting,
HAWTHORNE NOT FREED
Company officials claimed the men "September Morn," together with the
Atlanta,
Ga., Aug. 6. According to
signed an agreement at the beginning action by Mayor Sellers Monday night
authentic reports here today of deciof the season to work the season for in
appointing a committee of one to sions reached by the
the scale of wages agreed to at that
department of
investigate the situation and report justice at
Washington Julian Hawtime.
The demands of the Allouez what action should be taken In the
thorne and Dr. William J. Morton of
men, which will probably be adopted
premises, has been the occasion of Boston, convicted
of using the mails to
by the Duluth men also, are for $2,75 widespread and spirited
comment
defraud, must serve their terms in
for days, $3 for nights, $3.50 for Sunthroughout the city for the past two the federal
prison here, despite the
day and 35 cents an hour overtime.
days." Incidentally, it had a decidedrecommendation of the federal board
on
the
effect
busifess of
ly stimulating
e
prisons. With good behavior
Official's1 Heart Harden
of the art dealer in' whose window
and Morton will be liberated
Superior, Wis., Aug. 6. Great
the picture is exhibited. So far, Al'
railway officials late today an- - buquerque has shown no disposition in October.
nounced that all concessions they had to become hysterical over "September
offered the striking dock workers were Morn" as Chicago did. On the conFALL TERM" OPENS
rescinded and that if the men returned trary, everybody seems to feel that
Albuquerque,
Aug. 6. The fall terms
to work the ywould do so under the it is proper to stipend judgment and of th'e
district court opened here yessame conditions and scale of pay as see what the picture looks like before
terday. The civil docket was palimt
prevailed before the walkout, t
condemning t. A great many .in- yesterday morning and 90 cases zp.1:
The company has aranged for the clined to condemn it even after see- for trial. - Several were
dropped frot.;
importation- of strikebreakers who are ing what it looks like.
the docket and some stricken. UnPretomorrow.
and
expected tonight
der the new law a jury was vaimd'
parations are being made to board the
in many cases.
strikebreakers on the dock where they
GRIFFIN TEAM WiNNlNQ
can be guarded. Five hundred trainChicago, Aug. 6. Griffin and Starch-aCASTRO'S FAMILY SAILS
men employed on the ore trains have
won the first set from Washburne
Teneriffe, Canary Islands, Ant. e...
been laid off pending the settlement and
in the contest who The family of
Cuf.-:of the strike and nearly as many shop- shall compete in the challenge round Venezuela
embarked ta4ay rn
men and other employes will be af- for the national tennis doubles title
steamer WaonwxtM f;r
fected if it continues much longer.
at Newport, August 10
ana,
Ortega. The federals claim that the
rebels were dispersed with heavy loss- eses and General Castro, commanding
the Juarez garrison, says he believes
that the troops and supply trains proceeded on to Chihuahua. Rebels at the
El Paso rebel junta claim that the
battle was a "draw" and and that the
rebels, after being first driven off, returned and drove the federals into
their trains, where the battle continued all night. The wires are down
south of Juarez .today.
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an upset price of $."",00,000, title to the
same having passed to the United
States within the past 60 days. This
between
is a connecting waterway
Norfolk, Va., and Iteaufort, N. 0., be
ing a part of the lioston to Beaufort
Inlet (X. C) section of the proposed
continuous inland waterway from New
England to the Rio Grande. The purchase of the canal having been accomplished, the engineer corps will
shortly advertise for bids to deepen
this waterway to 12 feet.,' with a width
of 200 feet. To aid in the work of
excavation, a dredge will also be contracted for.
"We are conducting the improvements on our rivers and harbors on
the theory that we will have a river
and harbor bill evey year, as congress
has outlined will be done," said the
engineer officer referred to, "and our
estimates for completing projects or
continuing work on them are based
upon the assumption that the money
appropriated will be used up, and that
there -- will be no hangovers.
"What ia true of betterments going
on along the Atlantic, Pacific and
Gulf coasts is also true of activities
along the Ohio, the Mississippi and in
the Lake region."

CORP

AS PLENTY OF

IRK

10

DO

COMPLETION OF PANAMA CANAL
WILL NOT RENDER THEM
BY ANY MEANS

FIND JOKE HARD TO FORGIVE

STATES GET THIRD

Detective Burns Aroused Ire of Feand Also
male
Their Curiosity.
Fellow-Passenger-

OF FORE

10IYS

Detective W. J. Burns was blessed
by the pope the other day. Half a
dozen
ladies reading that
statement earnestly hoped that the
blessing is a defective and insincere
one, because Burns played a joke on
them that they can never forgive.
They were fellow passengers with
him on the Mauretania.
"Please, Mr. Burns," they said to
htm, pleadingly and working their
eyes, "please make us a speech in the
cabin this evening. Tell us about the
wonderful detectaphone."
So Burns did. All the cabin passengers were there. He explained to
them that the detectaphone could be
hidden almost anywhere.
"In order to make my little talk a
convincing one," said he, "I had
hidden in every cabin
before I came on board the boat.
"
Last night I listened for hours
"Oh!" said many ladies, springing
well-to-d-

VARIOUS LAWS CONTRIBUTE TO
MAKE SHARE FOR SCHOOLS
AND ROADS LARGE ONE

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 6. A cirWashington, Aug. 6. "Leaving out
decular
the
meet
to
just issued by the forest service
on
the work going
calls attention to the various laws unmands of the big harbors of the couder which more than a third of all
ntryon the Atlantic, on the Pacific
forest receipts go to the ben--- (
national
the
widening
coasts
Gulf
the
and on
states in which the forests
efit
the
these
of
to
and deepening of the channels
arare
for schools and roads. In
the
of
situated,
harbors the engineer corps
tor1912 the amount of money thus made
these
to
during
its
ears,
is
up
my
available for state purposes totaled
rid August days, in an effort to make
do
about $750,000. The report does not
streams
and
navigable
the rivers
show the amounts due from the retheir proper share in the upbuilding
ceipts of the fiscal year which closed
of the country.'
member
June 30, 1913. Including these, the
a
modesty,
With becoming
state's share of national forest funds
of the engineer corps, charged with
since the laws were passed has agmuch of the detail of river and harover $3,000,000.
what
outlined
thus
gregated
bor improvement,
These facts are set forth, according
is going on throughout the nation in
to the forest service, because a popbringing the rivers to the door yardse
theular impression still exists that all
and
14
furnishing
DAYS
6
IN
CURED
TO
of the people,
PILES
Your druggists will refund money money received by the government
way places with increased
to cure any from timber sales, grazing fees, water
means of transportation for the output if PAZO OINTMENT fails
case of itching, blind, bleeding or pro- power permits, etc., is permanently
factories.
and
mines
of farms,
truding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.
taken out of the states where it is
And what is the engineer corps doand goes into the national treaspaid
Panama
ing, besides completing the
to
meet the general expenses of
ury
harbor:
and
river
of
STAGE
LEVY
TO
canal, in the way
the government. This idea is said to
work? It is completing the Ambrose
prevail, to some extent, even among
channel to a depth of 40 feet at mean
DAY actual forest users in the national
CARD
feet
of
2,000
width
a
0NJ.AB0R
and
low water,
forest states, where the division of rethroughout its entire length. And this
with, the states has been going
finishceipts
cent
98
per
work is upward of
ALBUQUERQUE FLIGHT PROMOTER on for
years.
river
next
annual
when
the
ed, so that
UP TALENT FOR
LINING
The circular states that part of the
"ad harbor bill is passed, instead of apLARGE FISTfC EVENT
gross receipts of the national forests
It
propriating for further construction
was first made available for schools
of
maintenance
New
will provide for the
Mark Levy, director of the
and roads when the agricultural apXew
to
entrance
this magnificent
Mexico Athletic club at Albuquerque,
propriation act of June 30, 190G, diYork harbor, a work which, in many ' is planning a number of bouts tor the
rected the secretary of the treasury
ways, is on a par wnu iuo uui..-.near future which will run in the first to pay over to the state or territory
of the Isthmian canal, for it involved classification. This is .provided the
in which any forest reserve was sita-atean estimated excavation of about
success of the series is not marred
10 per cent of all money receivcubic yards of material for a
the lack of funds at the gate. He ed during the fiscal year from such
by
length of seevn miles of channel.
has not decided as yet who He will reserve. The money was to be exBut this is not all the engineer corps match but will pull some stunt on La
pended by the state or territorial legis doing in the way of deepening and bor Day. The following men, accord islature for the benefit of
public
widening channefs to our seaports. It ing to the Albuquerque Morning Jour schools and roads in the counties in
channel into nal, will include those chosen to fight
is wording on a
which the forest reserve lay. This
Boston huibor; and one ol the same at that time:
legislation was recommended by the
depth from Delaware bay Into the har: Harry Atwood, whom Earl Mohan forest service because1 of the recognizbor of Philadelphia, with a width of brought here from Los Angeles, and ed burden imposed locally where na800 leet in the straight parts, 1,200 who eained favor
in an exhibition tional forests
operate to prevent much
feet wide at Bulkhead bar, and 1.000 bere with Fighting Thorpe, and Tom-fee- t land from becoming taxable.
wide at the other bends of the my Dlxon o Kansas City, may be the
In 1908 the amount to be paid to
Delaware river. The latter improve- - entertainers for the Labor Day event. the states was increased to. 25
per
aim mcic Th fiPn
i.' cnt will cost $iu,a-u,uliuie doubt about the Kansas cent, and a. proviso of the earlier act
lil be an annual charge of $:io0,ono Citian's
popularity here. Tommy has that no more should be paid to a coun!.. maintenance.
a strong following, as tie protest to ty than 40 per cent of Its total iniialtimore is to have a channel of
which it gave vent when Johnny Dun come from other sources was eliminate
f et at mean low water, and 600 feet dee was awarded a decision over him
ed. Since this proviso was removed,
vi ide at bottom, with increased widths
is some of the
Atwood
here July 4 attested.
counties' receipts from
at the entrances and the bands from claimant of the featherweight title of national forest lands have
equalled
i ort McIIendry to
deep water in Ches the Pacific slope and it requires some their income from all other sources.
is
When
this project
apeake bay.
skill to make nn assertion like that in
In August, 1912, the agricultural apcompleted and reports in the
the vicinty of Uncle Tom McCarey's propriation act for the year made
office in this city show that pugilistic mecca.
available an additional 10 per cent of
substantial results have already been
Levy believes that Frankie Gage and the money received from national forachieved - t !s tuny, growing metro- Fighting Thorpe also would make a ests to build and maintain roads and
polis of the totith v. ill have one of the rattling good match. These two lusty trails within national forests for the
great harbo-- of the c.mtnry. What is lightweights went 20 rounds to a draw-i- benefit of the public, in the states
true of P:.!tlmore, lioston. New Lork,
El Paso a week ago Sunday night. from which these proceeds are derivand Philadelphia al
is true of Nor- Thorpe floored Gage In the nineteenth ed. This 10
per cent "road item," as
folk harbor, for here, too, the work and only the gong saved him from a it is
called, Is expended by the secreof giving Norfolk a
channel, knockout. Case came back strong in
tary of agriculture, who may, accordwith a width of 400 feet from deep wa the twentieth, however. Gage also is
ing to the act "whenever practicable
ter in Hampton Roads to the navy yurd known here. He fought Stanley oa- - in the construction and maintenance
at Portsmouth, Va., a distance of turn to a draw at the Casino July 3. of such
roads, secure the
about
miles, is well under way. Gage unquestionably has class and or aid of the
proper state or territorial
with hope of completion by tre dosi would have obtained a decision over authorities in the furtherance of
any
of the next fiscal year.
the alleged "iron Man" if he had not system of highways of which such
While the engineer corps is ex- held at times.
roads may be made a part." The totremely busy on the big harbors ot' ' Battling Chico and Earl Puryear of tal amount expended under this prothe Atlantic coast, the same holds true! Denver is another suggestion. Chico vision from the receipts of the fiscal
Of conditions on the Pacific side of everybody knows.
Puryear has been year 1912 is $207,295.
This was apthe continent, for two jetties are be- harvesting the bantam division at portioned among the states as follows:
ing constructed at the mouth of the Denver recently. Puryear is a eleven Alaska $4,67!"., Arizona $24,645, Arkanand sas $2,283, California $24,821, Colorado
Columbia, while big work is going on little chap with a fair wallop
at' Los Angeles. On the Culf coast, Chico would not have to give away $21,503, Florida $981, Idaho $23,809,
a
channel into Galveston har- much weight for him. Puryear came Kansas $489, Michigan $2, Minnesota
bor, and a
channel to Texas into pugdom in southwest Missouri $503. Montana $23,926, Nebraska.
about, the time that Luther McCarty
City are being rapidly constructs.
Nevada $6,034, New Mexico, $11,
!
the leaped to the top by putting down 850, North Dakota $28, Oklahoma
caving out of consideration
m".V-)- s
that are being snent on the Car Morris for the full count at $351, Oregon $17,023, South Dakota
widening and deepening of the chan- Springfield, Mo. Paucity of more ban- $4,226, Utah $13,504, Washington
nel;- ;nto the big harbors of the na- tams to whip in that country drove
Wyoming $12,254.
tion, cue of the greatest projects which Puryear west.
The Weeks law of March 1, 1911,
the engineer corps has under way, and
Harry Shafer and Kid Anaya is an- providing for the acquisition of lands
upon which a cool $100,000 monthly is other tentative match. If the bugs in the Appalachians, provides that five
being rpent, is the improvement of want "blud"1 here is where they would per cent of moneys received from each
the Hudson river in the vicinity of get it as much as any wild western national forest into which the lands
Albany and Troy, where locks and melodrama ever spilled in three acts. acquired are divided, be turned over to
dams are being built to connect the The Cheyenne lightweight and Anaya the state
for its public schools and
channel with the state barge, canal, fought the toughest scrap ever wit- roads. New Mexico and Arizona, bethe aim of the engineers of the army nessed here May 30 at Traition park. sides the sums before mentioned, are
being ta complete their portion of the Both are open fighters. When they entitled to approximately 11 per cent
work beore the completion of the met before the whack of gloves sound-cana- l of the
gross proceeds of all national
nr another engineering ed like pneumatic riveters and the forests in those states in return tor
feat.
ri"r Mag, in some respects, the fight was devoid of tiresome clinches. for the slate school sections within
construction of the great ditch across
Levy will announce his decision national forests. This provision is
iho Iwthmus of Panama.
within a few days. He may decide to embodied in the act of June 20, 1910,
In the scheme of building an inter- put on one pair as the main event
authorizing the admission of the two
ior waterway from the rugged rocks and another as a
,
new states.
of Maine to the sand spits of Florida,
congress early recognized the neces- Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
HOW THE TROUBLE STARTS
Back
sity of, connecting up well defined waConstipation is the cause of many
ter avenues along the Atlantic coast, J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln, ailments
and disorders that make life
III., was recently cured of a bad case
tq the end that ihi perils of Hatteras of
trouble that started with a miserable. Take Chamberlain's Tabkidney
nd other danger spots along the A- lame back, and says: "I am
certainly lets, keep your bowels regular and
tlantic shores might be avoided.
thankful in getting a cure of my kid- - you will avoid these diseases. For
As a part of the project the Chesa- - ,npv . trouble by using Foley Kidney sale by all dealers. Adv.
HI!-O. G.
Try them yourself.
'
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
V , "
vikibcu i;y tne reucrai government at 'Adv,
Subscribe for The Optic.
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to their feet.
Then they remembered themselves,
and pretended they were just fixing
their skirts and sat down again, and
from time to time pinched their
cheeks to restore their color. Then
Burns said it was all a joke. The
various ladies laughed hollowly, like
the breaking of plates. When Burns
concluded they came to him, one at a
time, and eyed him sadly, and stood
in pensive poses.
"Did you really?" they asked him.
He assured them that he had merely been spoofing. They all said they
were so glad to hear that. They said
he didn't seem at all that sort of a
man. Then they said:
"
"Dear Mr. Burns
Mr. Burns inclined an ear.
"What did that hussy in yellow
talk about last night?"
GOOD
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JOKE 0U BILL DAHLEN

Umpire Hurst Took Abuse Calmly
When He Knew Player Wanted to
Be Put Out of Game.
Bill Dahlen, manager of the Dodgers,
recalls the time Tim Hurst would not
put him out of the game, regardless ol
what he said or thratened to say.
Before the game Bill confided to
Hurst that he was desirous of being
ejected' from the game so that he
might go down to the Brighton Beach
race track and place a bet on a "good
thing."
"I'll call you a few mild names
you'll know I won't mean them and
you can put me out of the game,"
Bill told Tim.

Dahlen started applying the appellations early. Hurst turned a deaf ear
to them in the first inning. In the
second he was just as immune from
Dahlen's calling down. Dahlen was
becoming angry, and started to call
Hurst harsh names. Finally JJanien
blurted out a 'phrase to Hurst that
would have cost him a heavy fine
under ordinary circumstances. The
players who were within hearing were
astounded when Hurst would not "call"
Dahlen.
"Get back there and play," roared
Hurst to Dahlen. "I wouldn't put you
out of the game if you called me an
A. P. A."
Dahlen was not a bit consoled when
he learned that his "good thing" cantered home a winner at the comfortable odds of 20 to 1.
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Camels Are Not Even In

It

Whether sheep are any relation to
camels the bureau of forestry does not
attempt to determine, but it has discovered that sheep can go four and a
half months without water, except for
such moisture as they can get from
the dew and the juices of forage
plants.
The constantly increasing demand
for grazing ground has forced forestry
officers to find places for as much
stock as can safely be admitted to the
forests. Therefore, they have tried,
apparently with success, the grazing
of sheep on ranges entirely destitute
of water. The grazing season lasts
from June 15 to October 331, and during this period of four and a half
months the animals on these ranges
do not get drinking water.
Under such conditions, according to
the forestry bureau, the sheep have
done extremely well, and last year's
lambs from the Nebo national forest,
Utah, had an average weight at the
close of the season of 68 pounds, which
is declared to be rather above the normal weight.
Two Kind

of Macaroni.

Tho new cook was helping her mistress to prepare dinner.. All went well
until the macaroni was brought out.
The cook looked with surprise as she
beheld the long white sticks. But
when they were carefully placed in
water she gave a choking gasp.
"Did you say, missus," she said in
an awed voice, "that you were going
to eat that?"
"Yes, Jane," was the reply; "that
Is what I Intended to do. But you
seem surprised. Have you never seen
macaroni cooked before?"
"No, ma'am," answered the cook, "I
ain't The last place I was at they
always used them things to light the
gas with."
Melba's Australian Home.
Mma Melba has built for herself a
delightful retreat at Lilydale; one of
the most picturesque localities near
her native Melbourne. She has hinted
more than once that she would soon
make it her permanent abode. She is
keenly Interested in the, conserva-toriuof the University of Melbourne
and has lectured to its students.

GREAT MEDICAL CONGRESS
London, Aug. G. Seven thousand

eminent physicians and surgeons, representing the allied professions of
medicine and surgery in Europe, America and other parts of the world,
were present today at the formal opening of the seventeenth meeting of
the International Congress of Medicine. The opening took place in Albert Hall, where the delegates assembled to listen to an address of
greeting by the Duke of Connaught.
Sir Thomas Barlow, president of the
congress, occupied the chair. Among
those grouped about the president on
the platform were a number of noted
physicians and educators of the United States and Canada.
The congress will continue its ses
sions six days. For purposes of discussion and clinical demonstrations it
will be divided into numerous sections, each of which will take up a
separate branch of medical science.
The program is remarkable in its
range and comprehensiveness, and it
deals with many that have a lay as
well as merely professional interest.
Especial attention is to be given to
diseases of children. Radiology also
will be a leading subject of discussion. Colonel Gorgas and other American service doctors will be
prominent in the section devoted to naval and military medicine.
Colonel Gorgas will address the congress on "Sanitary Organization in
the Tropics." on which subject he is
espe-eciall- y
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regarded as one of the'foremost
thorities in the world.
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Many
Kirksville, Mo., Aug. 6
messages of greeting were received
here today tq remind Dr. Andrew T.
Still, famous as the founder of osteopathy, that this was his seightyfifth
Dr. Still was
birthday aniversary.
born in Lee county, Virginia, August
6, 182S.
He served in the civil war
as surgeon of a Kansas cavalry regiment and after the war became post
surgeon at the Shawnee reservation.
It was here that Ihe study of the
human bone structure, especially of
the spine, was forced upon him by
the death of his two little daughters,
of spinal meningitis. It was in 1874,
when living at Baldwin, Kas., that
he abandoned
medical
traditional
routine and began to practice osteopathy as it. is understood today. He
founded a school here to teach the
science and has lived to see it taken
up by more than 10,000 practitioners
in America, Europe and other parts of
the world.
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Constipation Is the starting point
for many serious1 diseases. To be healthy keep the bowels active and regular. HERBINE will remove all accumulations in the bowels and put the system in prime condition. Price BOc.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
gives universal satisfaction and I use
only Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for my children." E. C. Rhodes,
Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a racking lagrippe cough and finally, got relief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Compound." Use no other in your family
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv

....

O. G. SCHAEFER.

CAPITAL

OSTEOPATHY

SESSION

Philadelphia, Aug. C The forty-thirannual national convention of
the Catholic Total Abstinence Union
of America began today, when 1,000
delegates, many of whom have been
in the city several days, engaged in
commitee work in connection with the
convention, assembled in the Catholic
Boys' high school for the formal owning exercises. The delegates are
headed by the Very Rev. Peter J.
O'Callaghan of Chicago, as president,
while leading lights of the Roman Catholic church throughout the country
are Included in the list of those who
are to participate in the deliberations. Prior to the formal opening of
the convention, a solemn pontifical
mass was celeberated at the Cathedra lot SS- Pete and Paul.
d

Postmaster Antoine Deloria, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and bladder iregularities, and says "From my
own experience I can recommend Foley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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FARMCOMMISSIO

REPORT

IS

credit facilities are as ntghly, developed as are the systems of commercial banking. The prevaiili& rate of
interest paid by the farmers for short
time loans, is from four to five and
f
per cent. The terms offered
European farmers' are generally better designed to meet the peculiar requirements of agriculturists than are
the terms obtainable today by the
American farmers.
"The personal credit organizations
sociehave the form of
ties. Very often the members of
these societies assume imlimited liability for the debts of the society,
while in other cases the societies
take the form of limited liability. As
a rule in European countries, the law
makes little or no provision for exemptions of any kind. These short
time credit societies furnish cheap,
safe and elastic credit to their members by reason of their control by
farmers and are organizations exclusively in the interest of farmers who
operate them at nominal cost and
without seeking dividend profit to
such societies.
"Land mortgage crecm has been
organized so as to place a collective
security back of bonds issued by
land mortgage societies in contrast
with the system of marketing individual loans upon individual mortWithout discussing the form
gages.
employed for this
of organization
stated that these
be
it
may
purpose,
land mortgage institutions bring to
European farmers low interest rates;
'
the privilege of repaying loans in
small fixed annual installments exin some
tending over a term of years
cases as long as 75 years under the
amortization plan, although provision
for earlier payment is made if the
borrower so desires; protection from
advance in interest rates; and the
practical elimination of commission
personal
Many of these
charges.
credit societies and land mortgage
associations are fostered by government grants, loans or special provisions of law. Mortgage bonds issued
by commercial banks and by private
joint stock land mortgage !anks sdl
substantially on the same basis with
like securities issued by government
favored institutions and both classes
of banks are recognized as needful In
the development and conservation of
agricultural resources. In many instances private and commercial banks
purchase the securities of land mortgage 'associations. Experience has
demonstrated that such land mortgage bonds are liquid assets.
"The systems of land title registration in countries possessing such
mortgage institutions practically prevent dispute of title upon mortgaged
land. Provisions are also generally
afforded these mortgage institutions
which eliminate undue legal delays
in the recovery of loans placed with
defaulting borrowers. Savings and
trust funds are frequently invested
in securities of such mortgage Institutions under sanction of law. Loans
up to 50 or even 66 per cent are made
on lands of dependable value and are
considered safe and conservative and
compare favqrably with provincial
and government bonds.
"The organization for pYoduction
and distribution of farm products folline3. ". Farm prodlows
ucts are sold by the producer at a
relatively higher price and are bought
by the consumer at a relatively lower
price because the cost of distribution
is considerably lowered by
marketing which results, also, in
improving the quality and uniformity
of farm products and in promoting
more business like methods in farming operations.
"It is the opinion of many of the
leaders of this movement in Europe
that the question of rural credit ought
not to be divorced from
for business purposes and the general organization of community life
in rural districts. In some European
countries visited, agriculture and
country life Interest generally are
thoroughly organized and
.
The studies of the commission
emphasizes the necessity of defining
the functions,, on the one hand of
the government, and on the other of
voluntary organizations, in' promoting the development of country life.
In some of these countries great emphasis is placed1 upon the value of
voluntary associations and such state
aid as involves governmental control
over the activities of rural organizations is deprecated as tending to stifle the initiative of the people.
"Rural conditions, environment and
temperament in Europe differ widely
in the various countries and also differ from rural conditions, environment and temperament in America,
as conditions differ in our several
states and provinces; therefore, it
may be necessary, in some cases, to
modify these European systems lit
they are to be adapted to meet the
needs of American farmers. At the
effort among
same time,
the farmers of America might well
be more generally employed and the
facts gathered should be of great

one-hal-

COMING
AMERICAN BODY HAS BEEN INVESTIGATING FOREIGN AG- RICULTURAL RETURNS

Washington, Aug. 6. A nationwide movement to interest the American rural population along financial,
husiness and social lines, as a means
to strengthen the position of the
and
farmers, increase their income
their production and to lower .the cost
was
of foodstuffs to the consumers,
announced here today In a letter to
the governors of the state, to the
organizations, agricultural
farmers'
institutions and farmers of America
on
from the American commission
arrivwhich
agricultural
ed from Europe on the steamship
Cedric.
A report is later to be made to the
governors of the various states and
the farmers' organizations, agricultural institutions and farmers of
America. The letter sent today
the general form of rural organization in the European countries
visited by the commission.
The commission found that European agriculture was. organized along
lines and also found that
tho European farmers have apparently secured a financial, business
and social strength equal to that of
the organized urban classes of capital
and labor.
The commission has effected an
in
organization with headquarters
Dunsenator
with
D.
C,
Washington,
can H. Fltecher as chairman.
Dr. C. J. Owens of Maryland, director general of the American commission and managing director of the
southern commercial congress, has
given out the following letter addressed to the governors of the
states, the farmers' organizations, agricultural institutions ana the farmers of America:
"The American commission on ag
has completed
ricultural
its tour of European countries and
has perfected plans to digest and
compile, the information obtained with
and the organregard to
ization of rural life in European countries along financiar, business and
social lines. It is believed that this
task can be complete before the end
of the present year, when the final
report of the commission will be submitted.
,"The commission is deeply impressed with the vital importance of a
thoroughly organized and united rural
population. In this respect the countries of Europe offer a lesson which
may not long be disregarded in America without serious consequences.
"The agricultural interests of most
of the European countries visited by
the commission are organized along
one or more of the following lines:
Credit, production, distribution and
social organization for the betterment
of country life.
"Organizations for the provision of
credit facilities for European farmers
follow the natural division Into short
time personal credit and long time
land mortgage credit. The organizations for the provision pf personal
d
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A few doses of that wonderful blood
purifier, S. S. S., will start activities in
the cellular tissues of the. body and
soon show decided changes in the skin.
The skin Is but a fine network of tiny
blood vessels, and the specific action of
S. E. S. is declared to be a pronounced
stimulation of the activity of these
cells. Certain it is that in a surprisingly short time any skin eruption
Bhows a most remarkable change; it
begins to dry up; the skin scales off
in tiny flecks, and soon a layer of
clear, healthy and firm tissue results.
The reason for this is In the peculiar
stimulation of S. S. S., which enables
the cells in the skin to select from the
blood the nutriment it requires for

lepeneration.
This fact has been demonstrated year
in and year out in a vonderful number
of cases of severe akin diseases that
had seemed to be incurable.
Sou can obtain S. S. S. at any well
stocked drug store, if you insist upon
it, but be sure you are not talked int
something "Just as good."
S. 8. S. is prepared by the Swift Specific Co.. ISO Swift tsldg.. Atlanta, Ga.
Write for their illustrated book on,
skin diseseti.

value in developing methods suited
to the need's of the farmers, in the
several sections, states and provinces.
"To this end the American commission with a membership of 36 states
and in four provinces of Canada, has
effected an organization with headquarters in Washington, D. C, and
of
invites the aid and
farmers and all agricultural organizations and persons concerned in promoting a more prosperous and contented rural life as the enduring basis
of our material, social and civil welfare.
"The commission desires to call attention to the geographical scope of
its inquiries which were conducted
In Italy, Hungary, Austria, Germany,
France, England, Ireland and Wales,
while subcommittees were sent to
Russia, Denmark, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Scotland, Egypt and Spain. In all of
these countries the members of the
commission were officially received
by the respective governments and
were given every opportunity to carNational and
ry out their, studies.
central institutions,
local officials,
and local societies, eminent economists, leading agriculturists and business men, all contributed with most
gratifying willingness to the successful accomplishment of the work of
the commission.
The commission has selected two
committees which will devote their
entire time to drafting the final report regarding the investigation.
The members of tne compilation
commission are: Dr. Kenyon L. But
terfield of Massachusetts, president
of the Massachusetts Agricultural
college, and formerly a member of
the Roosevelt country life commission; Dr. John Lee Coulter, the government's expert on agricultural staImtistics; LeRoy Hodges, formerly
migration commissioner of the southern commercial congress; Dr. Charles
F. Bailey, deputy minister of agriculture, province of Ontario, Carmaa;
Robert L. Munce of Pennsylvania,
farmer.
The members of the advisory committee are: Dr. J. E. Stubbs, president of the University of Nevada; Dr.
H. A. Morgan, dean of the school of
agriculture, University of Tennessee;
State Senator John Cunningham of
Ohio, farmer; Robert B. Van Cort-lanof New York, farmer and retired banker; William B. Hatch of Michigan, editor and farmer; Colonel J.
S. Williams of Texas, farmer; Lieutenant Governor E. L. Daughtridge of
North Carolina, farmer.
LORD STRATHCONA IS 93
Iiondon, Aug. 6. Lard Strathcona
of Mount
Royal, for many years a
foremost figure in Canadian public
life, and now, with the exception of
Lord Wemyss, the oldest peer of the

quietly celebrated his ninety-tbirthday anniversary today.
He received a veritable flood of congratulatory messages and among the
senders were hundreds of Canadians.
Lord Strathcona's wonderful physical persistence is one of the remarkable features of a wonderful career.
In spite of his great age he remains
On last Dominion
an active man.
day he shook hands with hundreds of
visitors at the. Queen's Hall reception
and a few days later he was able to
preside at the annual meeting of the
Hundson's Bay company, of which h
is president, and to deliver his annual
address to the stockholders.
realm,
hird

c7c
Jttferkmticrtlj

ments were served after "the unmasking. Some of the beggars represented
were the typical tramp with his entire worldly goods done up in a bandanna handkerchief, which he carried
on a stick over his Bhoulder; the wandering band of gypsies in gaudy colors
an old
and many beads and
d
toy
organ grinder with a
monkey, which was a mechanical toy
and performed most natural stunts,
and the little flower girl with her twin
sister, the "match" girl.
gew-gaw-

life-size-

Alphabet Contest.
Perhaps some of you can devise a
better name for this pastime, but I am
sure every one who knows their "A, B,
C's" can play it.
The answers to ail the queries are
made by simply using letters, and it
Idea for Cotton Wedding.
will be well for the hostess to give
The first year of wedded life brings several examples before
beginning the
the "cotton" celebration and the occa- contest:
sion may be made a regular frolic if
1. Containing nothing. M T (empty),
only a congenial few are bidden to
2. Statement of indebtedness.
I 0
make merry. Make the invitation spool U (I owe
you).
shape, a good sixed one. Then deco3. Part of a house.
L (ell).
rate with cotton batting sifted over
4. An insect. B (bee).
with diamond dust; mass it on the
5. To behold. C (Bee).
window sills, mantel, on the piano and
6. A famous poem. LEG (elegy).
everywhere that it will be effective.
7. A tent. T P (tepee).
The host may wear a cotton suit for
8. A number. A T (eighty).
this occasion and it will be easy for
9. Unit of measure used in printing.
the hostess to wear a cotton gown. If M (em).
a suit cannot bo managed for the
10. All right. O K.
bridegroom, he can wear a cotton shirt
11. Slang expressions. G or O G or
and necktie. Perhaps it will be pos- O U
(gee oh gee oh you).
sible to get real cotton plants with
12: A foe. N M E (enemy).
the bursting cotton pods which may be
13. Indefinite quantity. N E (any).
used in lieu of flowers. Here is a
14. A vegetable. P (pea).
laughable stunt with which to start
15. Intemperance. X S (excess).
the evening's fun. Have narrow white
16. An image. F E G (effigy).
cotton tape arranged as for an
17. Poorly dressed. C D. (seedy).
spider web, wind it in and
18. Two of a kind. W (double u).
out, over and under furniture, but in18. To covet. N V (envy).
stead of having all the guests play at
20. A bird. J (jay).
once ask one person at a time and al21. A verb. R (are) or B (be) or C
low three minutes to see how much
(see).
tape he can entangle and roll up in
22. A common beverage. T (tea).
that time. When the umpire calls,
23. A girl's name. L C (Elsie).
"Time's up," the piece of tape is cut
24. Another one L N (Ellen).
off, and after all have had a chance,
25 Yet another, F E. (Effie).
each piece of tape is measured and the
26 Still another. K T (Katie).
one having the longest piece is award27. A literary effort. S A (essay).
ed a prize, which should be of cotton
fabric. In the Instance where this was
Bible Contest.
done the reward was a cotton batting
Some days ago a correspondent redoll candy box filled with candy. We
have all seen the cotton Santa Claus quested a Bible guessing contest to
Use when she entertained her Sunday
figures and the little doll Christmas
tree ornaments? Well, these would be school class. Here are a few questions
be helpful, and I have no
and
just the thing for favors at an affair of doubtmay
others may be added to make it
this kind.
Another pastime would be to pass a longer. The answers are not given,
basket filled with different colors and for it will be much more instructive if
are looked up, with the aid of a
lengths of cotton tape with knots tied they
in them and the trick is to see who concordance:
Give the first and last words of the
can untie the greatest number of knots
In the time set. A prize may be of- Bible.
Whose three daughters were the
fered for this. In the south little bales
of cotton may be obtained, which fairest in all the land?
How old was Methuselah when he
Would be appropriate souvenirs for
died?
tbis celebration.
Who was called "a ready scribe In
the law of Moses?"
Novel Hard Times Party.
Give the names of the three persons
Here is a new version of a "hard
times" or "poverty" party. The invi- who were put in the fiery furnace.
Who was the author of the exprestations were written on brown paper
such as butchers use for wrapping sion, "What hath God wrought?"
Who was Moses' brother?
meat, and the lettering was done with
Who went down into a pit on a
a heavy lead pencil. At the top of the
snowy day and slew a lion?
sheet was this nursery rhyme:
Who said: "The harvest is past,
Hark hark; the dogs do bark;
summer is ended, and we are not
the
The beggars are coming to town
saved?"
Some in rags, and some in tags,
Who was the mother of Samuel?
And some in a silken gown,
MADAME MERRI.
followed by the request to dress "In
gladdest rags" and come to the ad,
dress on the day, date and hour given.
Vaporous Blouses.
Masks to be removed at 10:30. The
Summer blouses of chiffon or net,
hostess handed each "beggar" a dance as delicate as the stuff that dreams
program number as high as the num- are made of, had an irresistible appeal
ber of herguests, and as each entered even when they were first shown in
,
the large
which had been the chilly days of spring. Their own
cleared for dancing, a number was intrinsic charm won immediate popupinned upon the back so votes could larity for them then. But now, with
be registered as to "Who was who," the days of mounting mercury at hand
for the best (or worst) costume. One this diaphanous quality is to be the
may imagine the fun such a party supreme touch of elegance of the seawould make. Prizes were awarded and son. It characterizes entire toilettes
card tables were provided for those composed of layers of net, chiffon and
who did not care to dance. Refresh
fllmy matrials.
living-room-

PRETTY SHAMROCK

ALPHABET

BABY AFFLICTED
WITH EGZD 1A
Out in Rash, Itched and
Burned, Very Painful. Used
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Eczema Disappeared.

Broke

"About
B. F. D. No. 1, Lucerne, Colo.
two years ago my baby, who was about four
months old at that time, was afflicted with
eczema which at first appeared
on the back of tho neck and
constantly enlarging. Tho
jkept
'eczema broke out in a rash at
'first and it was small and rough
and very red. It itched and
burned so much that he could
not sleep well, continually
NNvV
turning and twisting his head
7
as the eczema was on tho back
of his neck where ho could not get to it to
scratch well. But in rubbing so much it
became red and almost raw. It seemed very
painful as tho child fretted constantly.
Aftor some time a similar trouble appoarod
on the cheeks.
,
"I tried
I do not remember
'

,

now.

"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
3"Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will flndit best for skin and scalp.

if y x
leave of Irish green
United on one stem
On Irish soil are always Been,
They form a magic gem.

Three little

AS DESIRED

letten

ROCUHUNKIFBI

One's Own Punctuation
Cleverly Constructed Letter Hs
Two Different Meanings.

Supplying

PUBLISHER'S

A queer letter, so constructed, with-

out punctuation, that it can be read in
a number of different ways, giving

directly opposite meanings, is in the
possession of W. G. Shaft, now living
in Illinois. He copied it from an Indiana newspaper when he first came
to this country, in 1855. He is now
seventy-ninyears old. The letter follows:
"He is an old experience man in
vice and wickedness he is never found
opposing the works of iniquity he
takes delight in the downfall of the
neighborhood he never rejoices in the
prosperity of any of his fellow creatures he Is always ready to assist in
destroying the peace of society he
takes no pleasure In serving the Lord
he is uncommonly diligent in sowing
discord among his friends and acquaintances he takes no pride in laboring to promote the cause of Christianity he has not been negligent in
endeavoring to stigmatize all public
teachers he makes no exertions to
subdue his evil passions he strives
hard to build up Satan's kingdom he
lends no aid to the support of the gospel among the heathens he contributes
largely to the evil adversary he pays
no attention to good advice he gives
great heed to the devil he will never
go to heaven he must go where he
will receive his just recompense of
reward."

CASH
W. H. LEE, WHOSE FORTUNE IS
ESTIMATED AT $250,000, HAS
NO

e

RELATIVES

Chicago, Aug. 6. To the strange
annals of fortunes which in Chicago
revert to the state for lack of helrs- or bequests has been added tho
strangest in many years in the mystery of the early life of a prominent
publisher, W. H. Lee, who was in
business for years and" whose firm
name is known the country over.
Death has disclosed that not even
his most intimate friends Know much
about his past and nothing about his
youth and childhood. He had successfully sealed his lips as to where
he came from, who or where his family was or why he held to the resolution never to marry. Mighty seldom do any large sums go to the
state by reason of the failure of tho
public administrator to rind a clow
to some person entitled to the estate
Hundreds of cases of death iif
which small sums must De accounted
MODEL MAID GIVES ADVICE for and heirs sought out finally result in reversion of a few small esWith One Family Twenty Years, tates, and even then there are 20
Helena Schwartz Discloses the
years for" someone to turn up before
Secret of Her Efficiency.
the estate becomes the property of
Just 20 years ago Helena Schwartz, the state. But no information has
then two years from Germany, became been found that definitely throws
a maid in the home of Mr. and Mrs. light upon the childhood of Lee. Here
B. B. Jacobson of New York.
was a man who throusrh a long caShe has been there ever bL.cc. reer
successfully kept from referring
When a reporter asked Helena what to
childhood. Theories that ho
his
her employers had done to make her was
the civil war a valet atduring
so
service
pleasant she said:
totached
the
service of one of tho
"Before leaving for America my
mother called me to her and gave rr.f southern generals, and that he was
some advice, and I have tried to ken a member of the Robert E. Lee family
it in mind. 'Remember, when you
have led to nothing. If the public
into service that your mistress' el'
has a theory he is not
administrator
est interest is her home, and that i;
rests a great deal with you to lruil: telling.
Lee was a bachelor and notwith
it agreeable. Do just as you wcri ;
do if it were your own home. Neve, standing a business success he led
a lonely existence; one of his friends
give anything away belonging to
Not even the smallest morsfl. said that he "needed a wife and kidIf any one talks to you about yov" dies and no one realized It more than
mistress, tells the doing in their own he." But some $200,000 seems lively
household, do not listen. Never gosfor hi3
sip to your mistress either. Be both to go into the "mystery fun,d"
deaf and blind to what goes on around oversight in falling to provide himyou, and above all things remember self with these needs. After he was
will stricken with paralysis
that honesty and truthfulness
he made
never get you into trouble.'
frantic efforts to tall:, presuivutl.ly to
me
"I have kept these rules before
at all times and if those girls who tell wijo he was, hut va'n!y. Kveu
wonder why they cannot get along in a woman who had' made a compact
their situations would adopt them, I withhim to go to the bedside of tho
am sure their mistresses would be othe on call knew him on'.y as a sucquick to appreciate their services."
cessful man and back of the day
when he secured employment in a
Cheap Shirts In China.
Chinese and Japanese shirt material St Louis restaurant 35 years ago his
is cheap and attractive, and the low i life story is left as a blaafe.
price of labor enables the native tailors to place excellent shirts on the
WEATHER STATION COMING?
market at most reasonable prices and
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 6.
to make them to order. To illustrate
the low cost of labor I will give a Through the efforts of the Commerspecific instance which is interesting cial club and Congressman H. B.
in this connection. A Chinese gentleto be
Albuquerque is
man who dresses in foreign style had come a weather bureau likely
station
with
a native tailor come to his house and
make shirts for him to order. The man a section director and full equipment
made at least one shirt a day, and re- for measuring the precipitation, the
ceived 140 cash a day for his work direction and velocity of the wind, the
and his food in addition; As the food temperature, etc.
cost not more than 110 caBh, the total
The location of the station here had
cost a day did not exceed 250 cash,
been
recommeded by' Chief Willis
which, at the present rate of exchange,
amounts to less than 10 cents United Moore when that gentleman retired
States currency. As the shirts which from office some time aso. The Com
this man made are excellent in every mercial club at once took the matter
way, there is little inducement for the up with the new chief and with ConChinese to buy ready made shirts from
gressman FerKiisson and has now reabroad, for similar arrangements can
be made in any part of China, the cost ceived assurances from the congressman that there is every prospect of
varying slightly.
favorable action.
It is proposed to locate the station
Sign at Gettysburg.
July 1, 1863, on Cemetery Ridge, in the third floor of the federal buildnear Gettysburg, Pa., was posted this
ing where two spacious rooms and
sign:
"All persons found using firearms in plenty of room space are available.
these grounds will he prosecuted with
the utmost rigor of the law."
For the failure to enforce it you
Subscribe tor The optic.
must blame old John Burns, for he
was the constable of Gettysburg, but
tho majesty of th law was himself
TMs Girl Recovered
blazing away with a borrowed gun.
And as accessory before the fact
1 1 KluJi VVliiSsiilUgJl.
you must indict the man who had the
The makers of Eekman'g Alterative,
shoe store, for he, and not Hooker, which
is doing go much good for
Meade or Lee, brought on the battle
are continually in receipt of
of Gettysburg. A detachment of men wonderful reports of recoveries brought
solely through the use of this mediin blue with holes in their shoes came about
cine. These reports are always at the
into town to clean out the store, and command of any one Interested,
and many
the writers lu their gratitude have sugat the same time came a detachment of
gested that like sufferers write direct and
of gray with no shoes at all, and then learn what it did for them. Here is one
421 Second Ave., Aurora, 111.
the village ordinance against the pro- specimen:
"Gentlemen: rardon me for not writing
miscuous use of firearms began to sooner, but I wanted to see if I would
stay
cured. I can now truthfully say I am
go to pieces. American Magazine.
well.
I wish to
at-la-

-

.

Fer-gusso- n,

lily.

One leaf la truth and valor won.
The other one Is love:
Tht-sthree little leaves ar blest
By dewdrops from above.

The dainty woman's belongings may be made daintier by using
With this emblem of pretty sentiment embroidered on them

BE TAKEN

Trees Have Eyes and See.
A German scientist
it is amazing
that nearly all the amazing things
Come from German scientists
says
he has discovered that trees have
eyes and see. Not only trees, but all
vegetable life; the grass, the orchid,
the onion, the ragweed and the Easter

and others

Some did no good
and soma ordy irritated more. At last a
friend advised me to try Cuticura Soap and
Ointmont. I sent for a sample and tills di 1
so much good I bought a cake of Cuticura
I used
Soap and the Cuticura Ointment.
them according to directions and it was
only a month until the eczema was apparently well and it soon entirely disappeared and has never returned." (Signed)
Mrs. Carrie M. Brown, Mar. 28. 1913.
Cuticura Soap (23c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold everywhere. A single
set is often sufficient. Sample of each
mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin. Book. Address
post-car-

'

MAY

The epidermic cells of the leaves,
according to this German discoverer,
are merely so many convex lenses
which record visual impressions much
as do the facets of an insect's eye. Ha
has succeeded, by means of mlscro-scop- y
and photography, in actually reproducing the images which he Las
found in the "eyes" of trees. They do
not differ greatly from the Images
formed In the eyes of human beings.

perfectly
express my
I have no pain, no
heartfelt thunlcs.
conjrh, no ulght sweats, no hay fever.
Since a child of two years, I have been
ailing with Inns; trouble, which grew
Worse as I grew older. At the ate of
fourteen, the doctor said If I could cot
be sent Souih I would surely die ot Consumption. Every winter I would lie sure
to have either Bronchitis,
Pleurisy or
I bad Typhoid-PmieiiioiipBCumonlu.
one time. I bad catarrh of the stomach
and bowels and hud H:iy Fever for the
Inst few years; but have not anything of
the kind this year.
"I will answer all letters sent to me,
asklnsr a history of my cusc. from any
one sufferlnir with luue trouble."
1
l i
s r
.(Hworu a I nit)
l I
(Five years later reports still wen.)
F.ckmao'g Alterative In cliecttve in Hn.n.
i i
chills, Astfu i Ifav 1
Lung Troubles, and in uphiiiiiliun lue.
s
system. Ijo s ict eonf i u
or
drnes. Ai: for bmi:iit
telling
.
i
i f
Laboratory, 1 h
dence. For Buie by all InMiuir Ui m: ..;;,.,
i

1

?

ofreTtsHliitiil
l

Company.

1
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Governor West and five penitentiary
guards Intervened to stop a circus last
Made By Many East Las Vegas Resi- Sunday at Oregon City. Following a
dents.
conference, governor and ministers
Many people in a misguided effort agreed to attend the tlrcus Monday
to get rid of kidney backache, rely on and the show men went to church.
o
plasters, liniments and other makeshifts. The right treatment is kidney
PUBLIC SALE
treatment and a remarkably recomI, the undersigned, will sell at Pubmended kidney medicine Is Doan's
lic Auction on Friday, August 8, to
;.,cii.fiy Pills. East Las Vegas is no
the highest bidder at 1 o'clock p. m.
exception.
at the Fountain Square at "East
Vho proof is at your very door. The sharp
Las Vegas, the following property,
an
is
of
i'ullowing
experience typical
the work of Doan's Kidney Pills in
One International automobile manEast Las Vegas.
ufactured
hy the I. H. C. and in good
H. A. Seellnger, 307 Grand Ave.,
condition,
being overhauled by an ex
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "A short
and new cylinder rings put In.
pert,
use of Doan's Kidney Pills proved
Five passenger car.
their worth in my case. I can recSix head of horses.
ommend them as a reliable remedy for
One span of black Percheron mares
backache or any other troubles, caused 3
and 4 years old, well matched and
by" disordered kidneys. I base my high
will weigh about 2,400 pounds; unopinion of Doan's Kidney Pills on per- broken.
sonal experience. Several years ago I One
light brown mare 12 years old,
gave Doan's Kidney Pills my endorse- well
broken; weight 1,250.
ment, telling how they had relieved
One gray filley 2 years old, sired
me of pain and lameness across the
by Calhoun's Percheron stallion.
back, as well as toning up the kidneys.
One buckskin mare 8 years old,
I will be thankful for the benefit I well broke to work or ride.
have had and will recommend Doan's
One white pony broke to work sinKidney Pills at every opportunity."
gle or double and saddle.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Absolutely no hy bids as Mr. Kler
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo, has moved to
Omaha, Neb., and can't
New York, sole agents for the United use these horses.
These horses can
States.
be seen at any time at the home of
Remember the name Doan's and H. R. Parker, mesa.
take no other. Adv.
H. R. PARKER, Manager.
IS A MISTAKE
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A vast amount of ink is bein';
spilled in the current discussion of
women's dress without apparent result. Certain elderly prudes, mostly
of the masculine persuasion, are experiencing varying degrees of mental
agony over the split skirt, and others whose failing eyesight lends zest
lo their imaginations are much concerned because of the discarding of
voluminous under
the
draperies
which once weighted down the feminine pedestrian. All of which Is
more or less amusing, no doubt, to
the women themselves, whose nature
is to persist in that which excites
hostility.
But why all this pother and excite"Indecencies"
ment over the
of women's apparel? The ultra slit
skirt and the too transparent nether
garment may be startling at first, but
in the cycle of fashion we have had
just as alarming manifestations be
fore, and now think nothing of them
The hypercritical Individual who is
shocked at a shadow behind a cloud
is unmindful of anything wrong with
chorus. The bathing
a
beaches afford far more aggravated
provocation to him who is seeking
something to blush over than the an
kle revealed by the slit skirt.
Modesty dictates certain conventionalities, it is true, but these conven- 'r.nclr artificial. As long
tionalities
sea nothing
as the worn1":
wrong in .their n; :ue of costumln;
State Hank Report
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
why should men become excited about
it? As to a dress being "immoral,"
II
that rests mainly with the observer.
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
To a Turk an exposure of the female
close of business June 30, 1913.
At
the
moral
face is a high offense against
RESOURCES
most
the
but
of
and
propriety,
ity
and Discounts
world has decided that a woman's face Loans
Sec'cl hy K'l Estate (lncl,
$ 38,671.31
owned
is good to look upon and certainly it morte's
Secured by Col't'l other
S8.0B4 60
Real
thim
Estate
the
of
a
stretch
long
very
requires
93,162.10
All Other Loans
466.50
Imagination to attach any evil to Overdrafts
Bonds, Securities, etc., including Premiums
healthy cheeks and smiling eyes. On thereon
8.S0O
Hank Stocks
the theory that beauty is most adorn
Other Honds, Stocks,
13.650.00
5.150
Etc
Warrants,
ed when least adorned, present-da4.786.70
Furniture and Fixtures
of
13.U15.41
women's
of
are
less
dress
Banks
Due from
styles
2.869.97
Checks and other Cash Hems
fensive or suggestive than the un Actual Cash on hand
Cash
1,390.25
Classified
Not
a
season
speakable "tube" skirts of

Entered it the poHvOffice at East
Las V.jsas, New Merico, for transmission through the llrJted States
class matter.
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Total Resources..

.

$201 ,976 93

LIABILITIES
The men who are posing as the
15. .000.00
Stock Paid In
saintly advocates of dress reform are Capital
2,,000.00
Surplus
Undivided Fronts (Including accrued
making themselves ridiculous. This is interest
and any other amounts set
the age of female emancipation and aside for special purposes, less current 5
443.99
expenses, interest and taxes paid
if women are to be given a full share Individual Deposits, subject to check
48 082 76
withoutnotice
In running" things surely it may safely Savintrs Deposits or Deposits in Inter96 868.11
est or Savings Department
be left to them to put a quietus upon
34 582.07
Certillcates of Deposit
any radical departure of tneir sex
$201,976.93
Total Liabilities
sartorial rectitude. In the meantime President Jefferson Reynolds, Cashier Hallett
Directors H. E. Hoke. E.D. Kaynolds,
the supersensitive male person whose Ravnoids.
E. J. McWenie.
moral foundations are theratened by STATE OF NEW MEXICO j.
sa
(
what he sees may resort to smoked County of San Miguel
and
Cashier
Jefferson ReyHallett Raynolds
glasses. And at that, it is at all likely nolds President and H. E. Hoke Director and E.
D. Raynolds Director, find E. J. McWenie Dthat the manufacturers of smoked irector of the Plaza Trust and Savings Bank of
Vegas. New Mexico, a bank organized
glasses will have to work night shifts Las
under the laws of the Territory, now State of
New
to take care of the increased demands
Mexico, upon oath and duly sworn, each
for himself deposetb and says, that the above
for their wares.
and foregoing statements of the Resources and

Several newspapers of the state and
elsewhere have been interesting them'
selves more or less in the attitude of
Senator A. B. Fall of New Mexico on
tiie present situation in the republic
of Mexico. Just why, we are not at
pi esent aware. But it seems to us
that some of the alleatons they make
are rather email.
j
The New York World, for Instance,
practically makes the etiarge that the
senator's resolutions in relation to
Mexico now pending In congress are
Liabilities. Depositors, Interest paid on deposits
o
and Dividends paid on Capital Stock, of the
biased by his own personal Interests.
above named bank at the close of business
Two farmer boys caught and sold June
30, 1913, are correct and true.
Why? Is the fact of property-holdinHallett Raynolds
im
30,000 crawfish last year. It Is
Cashier
In Mexico, which, the World claims
RATNOLP8
JKFFERSON
to
the
genesuppress
rising
President
the senator admits, sufficient to des- possible
ration.4
H. Eblk Hokb
troy his sincerity and patriotism? We
Director
o

N. C.

H. R. PARKER,

Kier, Owner.
Auctioneer.

6, 1913.

were scarcely in excess of the first
hour's business and the market drifted idly within the narrowest limits.
Such interest as was shown by traders
centered almost entirely around the
crop situation concerning which there
were definite development.
,
The market closed heavy and prices
shaded off to the lowest of the day
in the final hour. Union Pacific lost
practically all its rise and other leaders were fractionally under yesterday's
close. The decline was attended by
slightly more activity, with some
signs of bearish aggression.
The last sales were:
70
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
Ill
97
Atchison
159
Reading
92
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
.....151
61
United States Steel .....Z
107
United States Steel, pfd

of the corn market today kept traders
on edge. Transactions were again on
a big scale but sentiment, instead of
being one sided, gave evidence of

sharp division. The issue undecided
rains last
was whether scattering
night and others predicted today would
,be sufficient to make a radical change
In the discouraging crop outlook. Sepcent lower
tember opened M to
and
at
jumped to 69
then dropped to 68. The close was
firm firm with September 1 to VA
1
net higher at 70 to
September wheat started at 85
to 86, a loss of VtVi to
cent
rallied to 86
and sagged to 86.
cent net hign-e- r
The close was steady
for September at 86.
September oats at the outset was Vt
to
off Vi to
, but rose to 41
and later steadied around 41.
First sales of provisions were unchanged to 74 lower, with September
options as follows:' Pork $20.42;
lard $11.40; ribs $1.25. The closing'
quotations were as follows:
Wheat, September 86; December

68G8,

70.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug. 6. Union Pacific
was the feature of today's early session, adding two points to yesterday's
close on unconfirmed reports that a
cash dividend will follow the sale of
the company's Southern Pacific hold
ings. Other market leaders were laggards. Steel, Amalgamated and Read
ing making very slight improvement
and soon falling back.
The movement brought out some
obscure Issues, Colorado and Southern
first preferred and American LocomoMay
tive, gaining 2 points, La Clede Gas
Corn, September 42; December 44 ;
1
and Western Union one. Virginia-Carolin- a May
Chemical preferred fell two.
Pork, September $20.45; January

E. D.

1

2

l

.

o

Masquerading as a boy, a San Fran
cisco girl not only made her own liv
The old
ing but found a husband.
maids only objection to this is that
it would be Impossible for those most
in need of a cure to apply, the1 remedy
undetected.

Probably, because he is a republi
can, the World took him as a fair
victim. Probably because he defeated
it decisively at the time of his own
last spring, a
campaign for
certain other paper is willing ta aid
in bis detraction. But why the mini?
Whv the Bersonal aspersions? And
rumor,
why, oh, why, the heavy-footethe ponderous and sublimely solemn
irony, in its statements anent the sea
sitor and his resolutions?

o

Waterbury, Conn., autolsts have
a new way of getting even with
the traffic policemen. They upset
their car on top of one. It smashed
the auto and killed the officer. This
may grow popular with, millionaires'

d

o

They caught a rattler weighing 88
rounds in Kansas the other day. We sons.
o
nought Kansas was a prohibition
The Clayton Citizen has a long story
state.
about the independence of the farmer.
And now the common people are in- It always looked to us li!;.e that sort
vading Newport. It is really impos of independence was a synonym for
sible for one to reiain any exclusive-- 1 rising early and working late in or- , r
o vh ti.t ever
nowadays, doncher- - der to soenranlnte a mighty small
I
ward.
What?

...

j

and

HUMOR

PATHOS cf TRAVEL

Col.RB.TWITCHELL.Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Aug. 6

I

THE HOLY LAND
$1.50

SEASON TICKETS

1 SINGLE
g

75c

LECTURE TICKETS

35c

UNDER 12 YEARS

CHILDREN

EVERYBODY READS TIIE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

it may be termed

If

include

The

must

a science

the

a means of presenting

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling
Farms

class in the southwest us3 the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

m

S'ABD

Raynolus
Director

L
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FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS
There will be a most Extraordinary Sale at BACHARACfl'S as they are conclude
injj their Summer Clearances by offering this tremendous reduction. For quick
clearing we have decided to sacrifice our goods.
Enumerated beJow will be found a few of the goods that will be offered
Every single Article a distinct bargain

Examination

5.00 Wash Dresses best and newest fabrics each

S

$2.50

lob-

byist of the National Association of
Manufacturers, was postponed today
committee until
by the house lobby
'
of Mulhall,
the
at
request
Monday,
who announced that in the last few
"in
days1 he had discovered in his files
letters
additional
200
some
Baltimore
bearing on national politics and he
believed if given a few days he would
be able to discover more.
Louis Seibold resumed the stand
and was examined briefly as to the basis for parts of the Mulhall stories (prepared for the New York World. The
committee then found itself without
witnesses. James A. Emery having
been called before the senate committee. A recess was taken to await
if
the reappearance of Emery.
James A. Emery, counsel for the
manufacturers, took the stand later
In the day and continued identifications of letters supplied from the files
of the association. The labor planks
of both the reand general make-upublican and democratic parties in
the 1908 campaign received considerable attention from the association,

1- -2

6.50 Wash Dresses, good quality ratine each
10.00 Linen Jacket Suit, Tan or White each

3.25

15.00 to $10.00 Suits Coats and Dresses, choice of entire stock

7.50 to $20.00

OFF

OFF

1-- 3"

.

All Women's

All

and

Fancy

Children's

Colored

Hats

Parsols

IS

5.00

OFF

$2.25 2.50

'

A,!

Women's

.

Oxfords
'

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

pps

&

$3.00

Women's Rust

l-Cy-

-fiFF
-

Proof Corsets
your choice
ror

A"
Boy's Wash
and

$1.58

Tuk!

These Goods are our usual well known stock Reduced.

.

.

We

shall loose money by the
transaction, but are prepared to do this, as we shall gain New Customers besides thouroujjhly emptying our fixtures for
New Autumm Stock.

.

p

the letters

MANHATTAN

CPISK

STORE

TH

TT

Several of .the letters showed the
activities of Marshall Cushing in
organizing sentiment for a "conserva-ttive- "
platform at Denver and a "satisfactory" injunction plank at

OF QUALITY"
fr

Bhowed.
SI 75 Values.
2.00 & $2.25 Values,

Vnlnea
3.00 Values, now!
a.Rft

now....

jc i
...L
e.lasVegas.
,

2w

,

...

H

I

1

ET3

UP
MULHALL EXCUSED TO DIG
NO OTHER
MORE LETTERS;
WITNESSES AT HAND

self-style- d

Dr.F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8

ii ALL

Director

6.

PASSION PLAY

ESSE

E. J. McWenie

Washington, Aug.
of Martin M. Mulhall,

W. G. WARD, Aug. 25

C,

Profit taking followed the rise and $19.20.
of the advance was lost beLard, September $11.42; October
fore noon, when the market became $11.50; January
$10.72.
very dull. Bonds were steady.
October
Ribs, September $11.20;
Transactions between 1 and 2 o'clock $11.20;
January $10,220.

ALTS TILL LATEi

COURSE

ART LECTURE

MUSIC

much

HOUSE LOOBY PiiOSi

FID

B. B. W. LAYTON, Aug. 11

47.

Subscribed and sworn to hefore me this 5th.
day of August A. D. 1913.
Notary Public
My commission expires Dec. 24, 1M6.

BUILDING

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

95.

90;

(

A Maine town has prohibited the
Another paper has charged that
Texas had a greater claim upon the entrance of automobiles to its streets.
senator than had New Mexico, in ad- This seems like legislating against
dition to apparently endorsing the sen-- ' progress.
o
timent expressed by the World as
has
Clayton
organized a chamber of
mentioned. Why? True, we have not
lieard a great deal about Senator Fall's commerce and secured a good roads
for tbe convention. That town is sure coming
dabbling into the pork-barrbenefit of his constituents, or exert- to the front.
o
ing himself to get government funds
An armless woman
in California
expended in the state on pretexts of
email value, but it seems to us that marked her ballot with her foot. You
the senator has been expending his just cannot keep these women from
time In a way fully as valuable in at-- voting somehow.
o
tending to the business of the senate,
For an even week the weather man
for which he was elected. He was rot
chosen to "go get us our share." has promised us rain. However, there
Worthy projects in New Mexico which weer showers near here yesterday, so
were in need of federal aid and could there is some hope yet.
o
rightfully expect that aid have had
Said the wise guy to the man on
the endorsement of the senater for
it. But he has done more than merely the street sprnkler: "How's the water
act as errand hoy in Washington for wagon today?"
Quoth he: Full, as usual.
the people of the state. He has seen
o
that the mission of the national legisJohn
D.
Rockefeller
13
more
than
says he is still
lator something
hanging
about the rooms of the leaders in the a boy., Well, if hie financial manipulafoope of securing a slice of goverfi tions are the work of childhood, where
ment pie to his' own greater popular- will the American people he when he
1
g.rows up?'
ity, glorlfipation and possible

EW. HOSPITAL

I

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
action
Chicago, Aug. 6 Whip-sa-

g

think not

a

)hj rf v

(Ft1

(I'j

lOyards good

(?rK
fe

. y

...

n.m.

36

percale in. for. $1.10

... .

1.40

for...

1.10

10

yards galatea cloth for

10

yards dress gingham

10 yards 12i outing Flannel.

.

1.10

LAS

LOCAL WOOL

PERSONALS

m

Conray of Denver came in
thi? morning for a business (visit!
here.
M. A. Johnson, an official of the
Santa Fe, was a business visitor here

EGAS DAILY OPTIC,

.

ARE RETROACTIVE

ATTORNEY GENERAL GIVES HIS
VIEWS IN LENGTHY OPINION
ON THE LATEST LAWS

REDUCTION

today.

LEADERS IN INDUSTRY IN CITY
Santa Fe, Aug. G. In a letter to
J. B. Washburn and son of Wagon
APPREHENSION
OF H. B. Hamilton of
DECLARE
in
the
visitors
were
business
Carrizozo, Attorney
Mound
FREE WOOL EFFECTS.
his
General Frank W.

city today.

N. P. Webb, the mirror maker, of
The wool traffic this year has been
Carlsbad, N." M., is in town and will
the
heaviest that has been known for
do business. Adv.
several
years and yet the price that
Mrs. Anna Standish left last night
is being paid for this product is less
will
she
purchase
for Denver where

stock for her millinery store.
James Whitmore drove in this morn-infrom his ranch, for a few days'
business visit in Las. Vegas.
James Hall, representative of the
Monarch company of Chicago, was a
business visitor heer today.
George Morrison left this afternoon
for Wagon Mound where he will be
on business for several days.
Attorney Charles A. Spless left this
afternoon for Santa Fe where he will
be on business for several days.
W. L. Dioine of Watrpus arrived
in Las Vegas last night and will remain here for several days on busl-ne-

g

E. Harris of Denver, Colo., is in
town on a short husiness visit. He

represents the Union Bedding

com-

pany.
Miss Mildred Eastman left this

af-

ternoon for Denver where she will
visit relatives for the coming few
weeks.
Mrs. Trinidad Sena has returned
from Denver, where had been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Juan Silva, for the

past month.
M. J. Browne of Tucson, Ariz., arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be a business visitor here for
several days.
J. V. Jenkins of Denver was a business visitor here today, as representative for a well known business
house of Denver.
Kodney Williams returned this afternoon from the upper Gallinas canyon where, he has been for the past
few days on a fishing triu.
Mrs. M. M. McVey and daughter,
Gladys, returned this afternoon from
California where they have been for
the past few weeks on a vacation.
G. Atkinson, representative for the
Hardware
business
a
was
of
Chicago
company
visitor at the local hardware stores toHibbard-Spencer-Bartie- tt

day.
J. E. Clark of Santa Fe, former superintendent of public instruction, arrived last night from that place and
will be a business visitor in this city
for a few days.
II. M. Bainer, connected with the
agricultural department of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa. Fe Railway
company, was a business visitor- in
Las Vegas today.
Mrs. F. E. Ziesing and two children

arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
from Salina, Kan., for" a visit with her
sister, Mrs. Anna Simison and parents, Mr. and Mrs. C..C. Fleck.
L. L. Garrison, F. E. Holder and
Roy Thillips of Loekney, Tex., drove
in la't nisht in an automobile on their
way to Texas from Colorado, where
they havo been on a business trip.
Misses Bessie and Mary Tipton of
AVatrous came in last night from their
home at that place and left this
morning for Antonchico wnere iney
will visit friends for' several weeks.
Miss Helen Litowich of Salina, Kan.,
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
from her home at that place and will
be the guest of Miss Nellie Batchelor
of this city for the coming few weeks.
E. T. Plowman, superintendent of
the Harvey system for the western
lines of the Santa Fe, was a business
visitor in Las' Vegas for a short time
today on his way from Albuquerque
to Colorado Springs.
'
Mrs. Richard Dunn and Bert Adams
came in this morning from Gascon.
Mrs. Dunn will be the guest of Mrs.
E. Rudulph for several days and Mr.
Adams will locate .in Las Vegas for
the present. He will be employed by
a local business house.
Colonel E. C. Abbott of the First Infantry of the New Mexico National
Guard came in this afternoon from his
home at Santa Fe and will remain here
until Sunday when he will leave with
the rifle team for Camp Perry. Colonel Abbott will act as captain of the
team during their stay at Camp Perry.

BERNALILLO OBSERVES FEAST
Bernalillo, N. M., next Sunday will
celebrate the Feast of San Lorenzo,
the titular saint of the Catholic church
there. Special services will be held
In the Church of San Lorenzo in the
morning and later priests will lead a
procession of all the societies and
members of the parish through the
iprincipnd streets of the town.
An athletic program and concert

also have been planned.

than has ever before been paid, say
local wool men. Each day the freight
ers from nearby surrounding towns
come In with all the way from me to
20 wagons of wool. The .price that is
at present being paid for wool i! 'between 12 and 13 cents, whereas last
year between 16 and 20 cents was pail
The cause for this depression is clue,
they claim, to the present agitation
concerning the tariff proposition in
Washington.
A number of the wool buyers of the
city were of the opinion that the hlsh
protective tariff on wool should bo re
tained on the ground that In time
the trade will decrease as the sheep
men all over the country will drop to
a certain extent their practice of raising the best possible product, unless
they1 could get a good price.
'. The wool that has. been brought into this city thus far this year according to the local merchants is of a good
quality and the market for the product according to Charles Ilfeld is
strong. "We can dispore of all the
wool we receive this year." said Mr.
Ilfeld, "and while the quality revived is the best for several years' the
price ihat'is now being paid is much
lower than in former times." Mr. Ilfeld continued by stating that it was
his opinion that the decrease in the
track- - was due to the tariff agitation
H. Wr. Kelly, of Gross Kelly anc
Company, stated that the tariff had
already caused a determined j3rop ir
the price of wool. "If the price o1
com
wool drops much lower
be
panics handling this product will
said
from
business,
to retire
Mr Kelly. This firm has already re
ceived a large amount tf wool and
claim that the quality is not greatly
advanced over the former years.
The firm of Bacharach Brothers has
received an unusual amount of wool
alreadv this season.. Ike Bacharach
stated that the
are
being paid for wool
prices that
this year are not large enough to en
able the sheep raisers to make a profit In their business. "The tariff on
wool should be advanced rather than
taken off," said Mr. Bacharach and
his opinion of the matter Is popula
with nil the other business houses
handling this product.
Other Las Vegas merchants who
handle wool when approached on the
subject today agreed with the above
statements concerning the reduction
in the price being paid for wool and
the cause. These include E. Rosen
wald and Son, Stern and Nahm, and
a number of other local business men
some of whom although not handling
the product have watched the progress
of the industry.
the-sm- all

rm-PP-

TODAY IN CONGRESS

Washington, Aug. 6.- - Senate: Re
sumed general debate on tariff bill.
Senator Lippett attacked cotton
schedule and offered a substitute.
'Senator Clark, of Wyoming,
President 'Wilson's action in- send
ing John Lind to Mexico as special
emissary and declared "something else
must be' done by the administration"
to .protect Americans, Introducing resolution, for investigation 'pf conditions.
,.,
Lobby investigation committee heard
from James A. Emery, National Asso
ciation of Manufacturers' side of Mul-halobby story.
Foreign relations committee heard
Eduardo Hay, 'constitutionalist, review
Mexican situation.
House: Not In session. Meets at
noon Friday.
Lobby committee excused Martin M.
Mulhall until Monday and continued
examination with Selbold testifying
briefly.
v

ll

j

j

MEXICANS

RELEASE

TWO

Laredo, Tex., Aug. 6. Otto R. Winters and Dario H. Sanchez, two Americans held prisoner, at Monterey and
later transferred to Nevo Laredo, were
released early today.
Pitcher "Baron" Knetzer, the Brookhas "jumped his yob"
lyn hold-ouwith the Trolley Dodgers and signed
with the Pittsburgh Federal league
club.
t,

"WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1913.

the property in the towns of Farm-ingtoand Aztec. Mr. McCoy also
has an appeal from the county board
regarding their action in striking off
the list he made of the notes and obligations of San Juan county, which
he placed on the tax rolls. '
In the two cases m wnich all the
evidence was submitted, the board
has as yet made no decision preferring to wait until there Is a full attendance. A number of other assess-ar- e
are present, also other persons
in cases soon to Be taken up.
The tax rolls of Dona Ana and Socorro counties are still short, as well
as the abstracts from two oilier

FIVE

n

NEW TAX STATUTES

FEAR TARIFF

G. H.

V

4

IiY MAKE MONEY
IF YOU FOOL IT AWAY?
When you've WORKED HARD for your money, put it in the bank and HAVE
SOMETHING when you grow old to show for the hard labor of your younger days

MAKE OUR. BANK YOUR. BANK
We

pay liberal interest consistent with safety. 4 per cent compounded
on Savings Accounts. 2 per cent on Checking Accounts
t

semi-annuall-

y

Ciancy gives
opinions on several matters relative
.
to the latest addition to the state's
.
taxation statutes. Several important
the
are
them
covered,
among
points
retroactivity of the laws. The opinion is as follows:
but two men, and since the defense
Upon my return from itaton I rind BRUCE INJURED BY
still had to its credit five unexercised
your letter of the 29th ultimo relative
peremptory challenges and1 the piose-cutioto tax matters in Dona Ana county.
four, it seemeo almost certain
FOUL Fliflll WINTERS
You say that after the new tax law,
would be necessary to, call a
that
it
84
of
which is published as cnapter
new venire, which would mean a dethe laws of 1913, was passed you
filed complaints upon publication of DENVERITE SENT TO FLOOR SE- lay of one and possibly two days before the taking of evidence could beRIOUSLY HURT IN ELEVENTH
delinquent tax lists which had been
ROUND
GO
gin. The court announced today that
OF
to
a
in
newspaper prior
completed
it would not sit on Saturday.
the passage of the new law, and that
n. Kid Bruce
Trinidad,
Aug.
Col.,
Otero
In
case
you have a similar
of Denver won from Ev Winters of
county, but that no judgments have
Raton in the eleventh round of a
I
yet been entered in these cases.
bout nere last
have had this matter called to my at- scheduled
TODAY'S BASEBALL
tention before, and I am of opinion night on a foul. The bcrnt was fast
out
outall
the
Bruce
way,
act
of
the
that the unqualified repeal
of 1899 by which the omnibus tax suits pointing his man from the start. He
National League
were authorized, without any saving could have won easily had Winters
at Chicago.
Brooklyn
clause as to pending cases, takes not fouled him.
New York at Pittsburgh.
at
The
8:30 o'clock.
fight started
away the jurisdiction of the court and
Boston at Cincinnati.
The attendance was the largest that
paralyzes the prosecution of any such
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
cases, such as the repeal of a statute has been seen at a fight in this cty
some
for
time.
was
Winters
a strong
'
declaring an act to be a. crime, withAmerican League
out any saying clause, puts an end favorite with the large delegation of
R. H. E.
to all pending prosecutions under the fans from Raton and otller places, St.
The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
1 6 0
Louis
while Bruce was upheld by the local
statute.
12
1
4
...
Boston
.;
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee
You further state that it is urged and Denver fans.
Batteries: Baumgardner and McAAt the tap of the gong the boys
there is nothing in the new law which
all
Bedient and Thomas.
exquisite, delicious
would make it retroactive, and that started In hard and within a short llister;
the
all
saw
that
had
Bruce
and the real goodness of
timej
present
therefore there can be no proceeding
savory
Chicago at Washington.
under it with regard to taxes delin- the best of the fight. Bruce took the
the coffee
Detroit at New York.
quent before its passage. I think this lea.d and held it through the entire
at
Cleveland
Philadelphia.
is erroneous. Under section 34 of the bout, blocking the blows from Winact the collector appears to the au- ters with apparent ease.
With
Electric Bread Toaster,
American Association
When the ninth round ended Winthorized, with forty-fivdays after
Columbus.
at
Milwaukee
is conveniently prepared
on your
the first day of June In each year, to ters returned to his corner with a
St. Paul at Toledo.
prepare and cause to be published a display of anger, yet showing that
'dining room table.
Minneapolis at Indianapolis.
notice that ne will "offer" for sale, he considered himself defeated. In
at
Louisville.
Kansas
City
separately an.d in consecutive order, the tenth Winters started tlie" exhieach parcel of property upon which bition which disgusted the fans. In
The Electric Fan,
Electric Curling Iron,
Western League
taxes are delinquent, as shown by the the middle of the round he fouled for
Des Moines.
at
Denver
the
Electric Grill and many other
tax rolls, and I see nothing to limit the first time, kneeing Bruce, though
Lincoln at St. Joseph.
this to the tax roll of the preceding without damage to the Denver boy.
life
appliances will aid in
Wichita at Sioux City.
year, but, on the contrary, it can be He went to his corner with a vicious
Omaha.
at
Topeka
worth living during
considered applicable to delinquent look on his face, while Bruce smiled.
The eleventh round opened with
taxes showns by any antecedent tax
months.
rolls, and the use or the word In the the Raton fans disgusted with their
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
man In every way. Winters took the
plural strengthens thi view.
You also ' speak of the contention lead In this round and sparred with
National League
that personal, individual, suits cannot his man for several seconds, seem
now be brought for the recovery of ingly working for a knockout. To
At Pittsburgh Pittsburgh, 5; New
.
taxes, and that any such suits now ward the end of the round the boys York, 1.
At St. Louis Philadelphia, 1; St,
This came to a clinch and it was then
pending must be dismissed.
contention must be based upon the that Winters got in the blow that Louis, 0.
idea that the only authority for bring hurt Bruce, kneeing him in the loins
At Chicago Chicago, 13; Brooklyn,
ing individual suits is in section 17 and dropping the Denverite to the 2".
of the act of 1899,which is specifically floor seriously hurt. A physician
At Cincinnati Cincinnati, 5; Bos
repealed by the act or ii3; but an was called for him. The referee im ton, 1.
examination of the statutes will not mediately announced Bruce the win
bear this out. In that section 17 there ner of the contest. Following the
American League
TO
Is a proviso. "That no separate suit fight Winters was arrested by the
At Philadelphia Cleveland, 5; Philon
Trinidad
0.
officers
under the provisions of this act shall
the charge of adelphia,
be brought against Individuals or their vagrancy and will be brought into
At New York Detroit, 10; New
1
property," without special authority court to answer another cEarge con- York, 5.
from the judge of the district court. cerning his fouling Bruce if possible.
WashAt Washington Chicago, 4;
The Raton fans were thoroughly ington, 2.
It may be that as to separate sutts
St. Louis,
At Boston Boston,
brought under the provisions of that displeased with their man when they
act of 1899 and still pending, dismis left Trinidad last night. It is prob
sals will be necessary, but it is not able that Winters will be detained in
true that there Is no general author- jail for several months. Local pro
Western League
At Des Moines Denver, 1; Des
ity for the bringing of such separate moters say that he will not be allow,
BUlts as you will see
Moines, 00.
by reference to ed to fight in this city again.
Sepsection 4,157 of the compiled laws of
At SToux City Wichita, 11; Sioux
1897, which has never been repealed.
City, 10.
In the act of 1899, in section 14, there
At Omaha Omaha, 2; Topeka, 1.
TO GET JURY SOON
is a specific repeal of a Hrge number
At St. Joseph Lincoln, 10; SL Jo
of sections of the complied laws, but
seph, 5.
section 4,157 is not among them, and
ASSERT? SULLIVAN
the legislature evidently Intended to
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
leave that section in force so that the
. .
district attorney would be at liberty PROSECUTION IN
Tl TRIAL BELIEVES THERE
to bring suits for tne recovery of
National League
WILL BE LITTLE DELAY
taxes where the amount exceeds
Club
Won Lost Pet.
30
68
.693
$100.
New York
Separate suits for smaller
San Francisco, Aug. 6. It was the Philadelphia ., -- .r69
.628
35
amounts cannot be of great importprediction today of Matt I. Sullivan. Chicago
.520
48
Yours truly,
ance.
.,-..chief counsel for the government in Pittsburgh
4
.515
F. W. tJLANCY,
ti
the
51
.457
prosecutions. Brooklyn
..43
Attorney General.
H
that a jury would be speedily
41
.423
56
Boston .
Equalization Board Continues
'
'
41
62
.398
.
The state board of equalization to
Cincinnati .
H
Eleven jurors accepted by both sides St. Louis ,,,
38
63. :
.376
day started in on its second days'
h
In
when
Mcwere
one
box
the
case
was
Governor
with
the
member,
grind
u
Donald, still absent, although he- - is called. One of these was excused beAmerican League
of
cause
an
acute
H
of
attack
Club
Won Lost Pet.
expected tonight.
indiges31
69
The San Juan county cases still tion. Another was preremptorily chal- Philadelphia
.690
D.
L.
64
39
.622
occupy the attention of the board. lenged by the defense and again the Cleveland 56
44
.560
Yesterday afternoon both sides finish box was filled. The prosecution exer- Washington
ed submitting their cases in the San cised a challenge, and a foutrh tales- Chicago
64
51
.514
railroad company's ap- man was dimissed by the court on Boston
ta
52
.475
- 47
43
61
.413
peal, and the New Mexico and Ari- his statement that he had formed a Detroit KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
cents higher. Lambs $C7; yearlings
1
zona land company.
42
St. Louis
65
.393
prejudice in the case.
Kansas City, August 6, Hogs, re $4.505.55; wethers
$44.75; ewes
32
64
.333 ceipts 10,000.
Both Diggs and Caminettl were in New York
Today other San Juan county cases
Market steady to 5 $3.254.25; stockers and feeders
were taken up,, among them being the court, and the court room was crowdcents lower. Bulk ?8.458.C5; heavy $2.504.25.
Western League
appeal to the state board by the Den-ev- r ed to capacity though but four women
$8.458.55; packers and butchers
& Rio Grande railroad; the West- were among the spectators.
Club
Won Lost Pet. ?S.458.70; lights
.
$8.45S.72'; Los Angeles, San Diego, Santa Barern Union's appeal, the appeal of the
37
69
.651 pigs
Judge Van Fleet forbade photo- Denver
$6.507.
bara, Oxnard, San Bernardino, Long
farmers in the La Plata valley who graphs to be taken in court although Des Moines
59
45
.567
Cattle, receipts 8,000. Market stea Beach, Bakersfield and Santa Ana
contend that the assessment of $75 one photographer who had already Lincoln
54
50
.519 dy to 10 cents higher.
Frirao
fed will form the eight club circuit of tho
an acre for their land as compared snapped Diggs, was allowed to keep Omaha .
54
.505 steers
53
dressed bepf steers reorganized CaLf.jinia A, u. v L ' $8.308.65;
with $100 an acre in the Animas val- hi'3 plate.
St. Johseph
63
53
.500 $7.258.25;
western steers $5.75
It is said tint tho BufSalo cl
t
ley is unfair, and the appeal brought
46
.447 $3.7a7.90;
When adjournment was taken at Topeka
southern steers $1.90
OuCO f r 1
refused an offer of
. .
by Assessor A. G. McCoy from the noon there were 11 jurors accepted Sioux City
45
60
.429 6.75; cows
heifers $4.50 Troesdaie, tho E',r- 1 !
$3.506.25;
ep
'
action of the San Juan county board by both sides in the box and one tales- Wichita
41
65
.383
8.50; stockers and feeders $57.30; man. The St. I.aU 1 of equalization which macfe a reduc man who had not yet been examined.
bulls $4.256.25; calves $38.25.
'
Frank a year r -- o, 1 1 1
tion of 25 per cent from hi, figures of Of the
Subscribe for The Optic.
original venire thei remained
oheeii, receipts 5,000. Market 10 back.
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a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that you cxn
keep cool and comfortable
during the S vi m m e r
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliance;

one-side- d

that

retains

.

the

aroma,

taste

bean.

the

e

appetizing
right

toast

the

handy
making
really
the sultry summer

I

Las Vegans Light and
Power Company

SUMMER
(3

ALL

EXCURSIONS

POIIS

IN COLORAD

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to
tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

(Pueblo
$11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver,
$16.60

DIGGS-CAMINE-

..

52

..50

Diggs-Caminet- ti

j

'

,

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please

ii

call at ticket office.

BATCHELOR., Agent

'
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County Superintendent.
RATES

NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
or the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed o hunt or
fish upon this property except mem-oer- s
of tho club, and all persona going there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization.
Otherwise they will be arrest-ufor trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING

$100 REWARD $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now knowD
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease requires a

constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure s taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as
sisting nature In doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
fails to cure. Send for list of testiAddress F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugprists 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip
ation. Adv.
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OLD SUBSCRIBERS
as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on
subscriptions.
GO-CYCL-

E

Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.
Go-Cyc- le
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
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TOR CLASSIFIED

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

"w

If you sit in a cool draft when you
are heated and get a stiff neck or
lame back,

you will

be looking

for

liW'll"
ft

CAFF
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. O.

O. MOpSE
Meets second aa)
Regular comfourth Thursday
mm
evening
munication first and
month a i W. o W. Hall. VlsltUt
third Thursday In brothers cordially iDVited. Howard
each month. Visiting
T. Davis, Dictator:
J. ThornhilL
brothers cordially
Secretary
Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. Ml
I.
0.,of B. B. Meets every firal
LA3 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month In the vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
conclave spc. d Tus-)ruo'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
Invited.
Isaac Appal,
lay in each month at Macordially
sonic Temple at 7:8 p. m. O. H.
President. Charles Greenclay, 8m
Klnieb B. C; Chaa. Tamme,
retary.

A.

A

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE

it

gSBI

M.

Reg-fc0'il-

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

d

monials.

0

CHAPMAN

F. DES MARIES,

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

II

Secretary.

LOBBY

8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WMJT

ANTONIO PACHECO,
M.

OPTIC

15he

T5he

AND FISHING CLUB.

E.

o

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

Las Vegas, N. M., July 31. 1913.
Bids for building two school Louses
in district No. io, Los Alamos, will
be received at the office of the County School Superintendent, where the
plans and specifications may be seen,
until the eighth of August at 3 p. m.
All bids must be sealed. The Board
of Directors reserves the right to re
ject any and all bids.
J. D. HAND, Pres.

CHAPTER NO.

t,

ROY-

NO.

Meets every Monday evenlnx at
their hall on Sixth street All vislV
1.

MASONS Regilar con
vocation first Monday la
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
niood, Secretary.

lng brethren cordially ln'ited to attend. F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gui
Lehman, V. O.: T. M. El wood
Secretary: Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedscock, cemetery truste.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets first and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
OPTIC NUMBER. MAIN ft.
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonle Templo,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O Rutledxs, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Acnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays cf each month at 8 p.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle.
Telephone tCala IZ.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local De
FOR SALE Store with a good asNO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
uty.
Visiting members are espesorted stock of general merchan102 Mees every Monday night at
cially wolcome and cordlMly lnvl
dise in a nearby Mexican town. The
O. R. C. Hall, on Dougla
avenue.at
ed.
best business town in the state.
8 o'clock.
members are
Visiiing
Goods will invoice about $3,000,.00,
J. C. Werti,
cordially welcome.
building with living rooms in con
J. T. Buhler secretary;
president;
nection $1,200.00. Inability to attend
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
LOCAL TIME CAfil)
to business is the cause of wanting
to sell. Address 119 Optic.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meet
second and
EAST BOUND
of each
fourth
evening
Tuesday
FOR SALE Modern house, 11 roms,
Arrive
Bepan
on Ninth stre?i
home
Elks
month
near High school, cash $2,500. In
1:18 p r.
No. 2... . 8:10 p. m
broth-ersaravenue.
and
Douglas
Visiting
quire mornings at 1030 Sixth street.
11:06 p.
m
cordially Invited: Got. Wm. No. 4... .11:05 p.
2:10 a.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- No. 8.. . 2:05 a. m
'
FOR SALE Cattle; 17 milkers, 13
2M
m
1:45
10..
No
p.
don, Secretary.
heifers and steers; 10 calves. D. H
Kunkel or George A. Fleming.
WEST BOUND
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
HANSFORD
$x

a

something that will ease the pain
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW FOR SALE
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Different pieces of fur
LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
fourth
Thursday In O. R. C. HalL
1112
niture.
Inquire
Douglas avenue.
it, because it is the best pain relieving
Pioneer
Visiting membuilding.
liniment you can get anywhere. Price
are
Richard
inrited.
bers
cordially
50c
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by FOR SALE All my household furni25c,
Devlne. G. K.; ITrank AneL T. 8.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
ture. Inquire Paul Schoeny at
Boucher's.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURBULL MOOSE ONE rEAR OLD
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W
6.
A
leadnumber
of
Chicago, Aug.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
ers of the progressive party here
and third Mondays of each month
joined' today in sending a telegram to
S p. m. Visiting Knights and La
RENT
at
FOR
417
Furnished
Colonel
who
Cottage.
is
in
the
Roosevelt,
dies always welcome. O. L. Flers
Eighth Street.
southwest, reminding him of the first
man President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
birthday anniversary of their party.
It was one year ago today that the FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
houses on Eleventh street. Call 30
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W
organization of the progressive party
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
was completed by the national conMontague, assistant deputy, 1013
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. M
vention in session in the Coliseum In
this city. On that day Colonel Roose FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
velt addressed the convention, after
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
an outburst of cheering lasting near
176. .
an
hour.
ly

Fair (lent
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1:20 p. m

No.

S..

.

No.

7..

.

6:10 a.
4:20 p.
6:35 p.

No.

No.

I

..

.

1:4

.

m

a. m

m

m.....

4:30 p.
7:00 p.

m

Costly Treatment
with constipation
and indigestion and spent hundreds of
dollars for medicine and treatment,"
writes C. H. Hines, of Whitlow, Ark.
"I went to a St. Louis hospital, also
to a hospital In New Orleans, but no
cure was effected. On returning home
I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets,
and worked right along. I used them
for some time and am now all right."
Sold by all dealers. Adv.
"I was troubled

Subscribe for The Optic.
ZEES

GRVGTAL iGE

Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so nlnin thnf
no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness ov
er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat
ism, dull
headache, and disturhpfl
sleep, are all indications of a trouble

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Ml. Phone Purple 5301.

From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs
50c
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs

YOU who require the best and purest
medicine see that vou emK PnWa Hon
ey and Tar Compound in preference
to any otner ror cougns, colds, astnma,
mat Foley Kidnev Pil s will rolinvn hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
quickly and permanently. Try them. troubles. It Is a strictly high grade
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug family medicine, and only approved
Store. Adv.
drugs of first quality are used in its
manufacture. It gives the best results
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.

TWO NEGROES

BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Massage.
Only latest methods are employed. Honrs from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
m. No work done on Saturdays exPrice 50c
cept by appointment.
at ladies'
work
made
for
Appointments
homes from (i: 30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1.00
,

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE- -

ALL LECTURES FREE
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug, 6. At a special meeting of the board of regents
of the school of American Archaeology
held yesterday it was decided to offer
the entire course of lectures of the
summer school free of charge to the
public.

'

'

t

From August 5th to 15th there will
be three lectures daily, at 2:15, 3 and
8:15 p. m.
The program for today is as follows:
10:30 Indian work on the placita.
2:30 Lecture, Dr. Hewett, "The
Corn Dance."
,
8:00 Lecture, Dr. Faircough, "Hellenic Italy and Sicily."
8:45 Lecture, Dr. Patton, "The
Canaanite Period."

1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

TO HANG

Fort Worth, Tex., Aug.6. Sheriff
Rea has completed preparations for
Attorneys-at-LaLas Vegas,
New Mexico a double execution to take place in
the county jail here tomorrow. The
prospective victims of the noose are
IENTISTS
Earnest Harrison and Paul Fowler,
both of whom were sentenced to
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
death for the murder of Robert
Dentist
a white man, here last year.
Knetsch,
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13G
In every home where there Is a
baby there should also be a bottle of
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It may be
Professional Health Culture for Ladies needed at any time to correct sour
stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea or
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
summer complaint. It is a wholeGeneral Massage, Hair and Scalp some remedy, contains no opium, morTreatment, Facial Massage, Manicure phine or injurious drug of any kind.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. Central Drug Co. Adv.

George

Las Vejas Ice & Storage Co.

lbs., or More, Each Del very
1000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c' per 100

2,000

lb.

100 lbs.
100 Ibi.
100 lb.
100 lb

25c

per
..30c per
40c per
50c per

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,

Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

lasting Qualities

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

I

I

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finder:
,
Classified ad search out the people to wtiom among ai)
those who MIGHT BUT the particular thing is worth most

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST vo
who reads the ads. In this aiwspaper and womld sever
your property unless It were advertised here.

so.
hr

Others, who read and ens er ads. In this newspaper want (a&4
are anxious to pay eash for) books, automobiles, nsed maehlswy
and furniture, articles of ksefulness of any sort, and musical ta
struments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible bnys, of all possible sorts of thlags, they have come to be finders of the best war-ket-
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CHAPTER II.
have been a long
"I am afraid
time," he said apologetically, as he
closed the door of the carriage, after
giving Mrs. Parker Bowman's
to the driver. In the uncertain
the girl
light of the distant
looked small and appealing. He felt
a strong desire to lift her burdens
and carry them on his own broad
shoulders.
"I've brought some things that I
thought might help," he said. "Would
you like to put on this coat? It may
not be just what you would have selected, but It wa3 the best I could
find that would not be recognized.
The air is growing chilly."
He shook out the coat and threw it
around her.
"Oh, thank you," she . murmured
gratefully, slipping her arms into the
sleeves.
"And this box has some kind of a
hat, I hope," he went on. "I ought
to have looked, but there really
wasn't time." He unknotted the
strings an 4 produced a large picture
hat with long black plumes. He was
relieved to find it black. While he
untied the strings, there had been a
growing uneasiness lest the hat be
one of those wild, queer combinations
of color that Cornelia frequently purchased and called "artistic."
The girl received the hat with a
grateful relief that was entirely satisfactory to the young man.
"And now," said he, as he pulled
out the gloves and laid them gravely
In ber lap, "we're Invited out to dinner."
"Invited out to dinner!" gasped the
girl.
"Yes.
It's rather a providential
thing to have happened, I think. The
telephone was. ringing as I opened the
door, and Mrs. Parker Bowman, to
whose bouse I was Invited, was asking for my eister to fill the place of
an absent guest. My sister Is away,
and I tried to beg off. I told her I
had accidentally met I hope you will
pardon me I called you a friend."
"Oh!" she said. "That was kind
of you."
"I naid you were a stranger in
town, and as I was your only acquaintance, I felt that I BhouldJj;ow
you the courtesy of taking yoVTo a
hotel, and assisting to get you off on
the night train; and I asked her to
excuse me, as that would give her an
even number. But It seems she had
Invited some on especially to meet
me, and was greatly distressed not
to have her full quota of guests, so
she sent you a most cordial invitation
to come to her at once, promising to
take dinner with you eome time If
you would help her out now. Somehow, she gathered from my talk that
you were traveling, had just returned
from abroad, and were temporarily
separated from your friends. She is
also sure that you are musical, and
means to ask you to help her out in
that way this evening. I told her I
was not sure whether you could be
I

arc-lam-

El)

fS

t

! a-

Looked at Them With Sudden Inspira-

tion.
persuaded or not, and she mercifully
refrained from asking whether you
sang or played. I tell you all this so
that you will be prepared for anything. Of course I didn't tell her all
these things. I merely kept still
when she Inferred them. Your name,
by the way, is Miss Remington Mary
She was greatly elated
Remington.
for a moment when she thought you
might be Carolyn Remington whoever she may be. I suppose she will
speak of it. The name was the first
one that my eye lit upon in the telephone-book.
If you object to bearing
it for the evening, it is easy to see
how a name could be misunderstood
over the 'phone. But perhaps you
would better give me a few pointers,
for I've never tried acting a part, and
can't be sure how well I shall do it."
The girl had, been silent from astonishment while the man talked.
"But I cannot possibly go there to
,

TtAY (VAjXite

jr

';r.ner," sne gasped, her hand going
0 her throat again, as if to pluck
ii'vay the jMUsate lace about it and
"I
Kive more room for breathing.
must get away somewhere at once.
cannot trouble you in this way. 1
have already imposed upon your kindness. With this hat and coat and
;;Ioves, I shall be able to manage
cjuite well, and I thank you eo much!
I will return them to you as soon as
possible."
The cab began to go slowly, and
Tryon Dunham noticed that another
carriage, just ahead of theirs, was
stopping before Mrs. Bowman's house
There was no time for halting deci1

sion.
"My friend," he said earnestly, "I
cannot leave you alone, and I do
not see a better way than for you to
with mo for a little while,
go in hfei-;ni I am free to so with you. No one
can follow you here, or suspect that
you had gone out to dinner at a
stranger's house. Believe me, it is
the very safest thing you could do.
This is the house. Will you go in
with me? If not, I must tell the
driver to take us somewhere else."
"But what will she think of me,"
she said in trepidation, "and how can
I do such a thing as to steal into a
woman's house to a dinner in this
way! Besides, I am not dressed for

ii

iiiim

mm
"M"'rTTr"T

lnni

a formal occasion."

The carriage stopped before the
door now, and the driver was getting
down from his seat.
she will think nothing
"Indeed,
about it," Dunham assured her, "except to be glad that she has the right,
number of guests. Her dinners are
delightful affairs usually, and you
have nothing to do but talk about impersonal matters for a little while
and be entertaining. She was most
Insistent that you take no thought
about the matter of dress. She said
it would be perfectly understood that
you were traveling, and that the invitation was unexpected. You can say
that your trunk has not come, or has
gone ahead. Will you come?"
Then the driver opened the carriage door.
In an instant the girl assumed the
manner she had worn
when she had first spoken to him.
She stepped quietly from the carriage, and 'only answered in a low
voice, "I suppose I'd better, if you
wish it."
.
Dunham paused for a moment to
give the driver a direction about carrying the great pasteboard box to
his club. This idea had come as a
He had not
sudden inspiration.
thought of the necessity of getting rid
of that box before.
,
"If it becomes necessary, where shall
I say you are going this evening?"
he asked in a low tone, as they turned
to go up the 6teps. She summoned
a faint, flickering smile.
"When people have been traveling
abroad and are stopping over in the
city; they often go to Washington, do
they not?" she asked half shyly.'
The door swung open before they
could say another word, and the
young man remembered that he
must introduce his new friend. As
there was no further opportunity to
ask her about her name, he must
trust to luck.
The girl obeyed the motion of the
servant and slipped up to the dressing-room
as if ehe were a frequent
guest In the house, but it was In some
trepidation that Tryon Dunham removed his overcoat and arranged his
necktie. He had caught a passing
glimpse of the, assembled company,
and knew that Mr. Bowman was
growing Impatient for his dinner. His
heart almost failed him now that the
girl was out of sight. What if she
should not prove to be accustomed to
society, after all, and should show it?
Hew embarrassing that would be!
He had seen her only in a half-ligas yet. How had he dared?
But It was too late now, for he was
and
coming from the dressing-room- ,
Mrs. Bowman was approaching them
with outstretched hands, and a weld

.

come In her face.
"My dear Miss Remington, it Is so
good of you to help me out! I can
see by the first glance that it 1b going
to be a privilege to know you. I can't
thank you enough for waiving formal-

ities."

"It was very

lovely of you to ask

me," said the girl, with perfect composure, "a stranger "
"Don't speak of it, dear. Mr. Dunham's friends are not strangers, I assure you. Tryon, didn't you tell her
how long we have known each other?
I shall feel quite hurt if you have
never mentioned me to her. Now,
come, for my cook is in the last
stages of despair over the dinner.
Miss Remington, how do you manage
to look so fresh and lovely after a
long sea voyage? You must tell me
your secret."
The young man looked down at the
girl and saw that her dress was In
perfect taste for the occasion, and
also that she was very young and
He was watching her
beautiful.
with a kind of proprietary pride as
she moved forward to be Introduced
to the other guests, when he saw her
sweep one quick glance around the
ro.c2L.flr.il for.

Justan.

jnstaDiiJJ.e

Miss Remington Was Seated Next to
Dunham.
yours, and seemed to suit her face.
I was deeply interested in her, although until this afternoon she was a
stranger. She came to me for a small

matter of business, and after it was
attended to, and before she received
the papers, she disappeared! She had
removed her hat and gloves, as she
was obliged to wait some time for
certain matters to be looked up, and
these she left behind her. The hat
ie covered
with
long, handsome
plumes of the color of rich cream
in coffee."

Young Dunham glanced down at
the cloth of the girl's gown, and was
startled to find the same rich creamy-coffetint in Its silky folds; yet she
did not show by so much as a flicker
of an eyelash that she was passing

under the keenest inspection.
"Why should ehe want to disappear?" The question was asked coolly
and with as much interest as a
stranger would be likely to show.
"I cannot imagine," said the old
man speculatively. "She apparently
had health and happiness, if one may
judge from her appearance, and fho
came to me of her own free will
on a matter of business. Immediately
after her disappearance, two
men entered my office and
inquired for her. One had an intellectual head, but looked hard and
cruel; the other was very handsome
and disagreeable. When he could not
find the young lady, he laid claim
to her hat, but. I had it locked away.
Kow could I know that man was her
friend or her relative? I intend to
keep that hat until the young woman
herself claims it. 1 have not had anything brppen that has so upset mo
in years."
"You don't think any harm has
come to her?" questioned the girl.
"I cannot think what harm could,
and yet it is very strange. She was
about the age of my dear daughter
when she died, and I cannot get her
out of her mind. When you first appeared in the doorway you gave me
quite a fitart. I thought you were she.
If I can find any trace of her, I mean
to investigate this matter. I have a
feeling that that girl needs a friend."
"I am sure 6he would be very happy
to have a friend like you," said tlio
girl, and there was 'something in tha
eyes that were raised to his that
made the Judge's heart glow wH.b
adnliration.
"Thank you," said he warmly.
"That is most kind of you. But per
haps she has found a better friend by
this time. I hope eo."
"Or one as kind," she suggested in
well-dresse-

.

a

might iKHd a ruture career in Tiifc
power, he could not but wish that he
might follow them to the other room.
He felt entire confidence in his new
friend's ability to play her part to
the end, but he wanted to watch her,
to study her and understand her, if
perchance he might solve the mystery
that was ever growing more intense
about her.
As she left the room his eyes followed her. His hostess, in passing
behind his chair, had whimpered:
"I don't wonder you feel so about
her. She is lovely. But please don't
begrudge her to us for a few minutes.
I promise you that you shall have
your innings afterwards."
Then, without any warning and ut
terly against his will, this young man
of much experience and
blushed furiously, and wae glad enougl
when the door closed behind Mrs

"back;' Tier face grew wTute;

then, with a supreme effort, she controlled her feelings, and went through
her part with perfect ease.
When Judge Blackwell was introduced to the girl, he looked at her
with what seemed to Dunham to be
more than a passing Interest; but the
keen eyes were almost immediately
transferred to his own face, and the
young man had no further time to
watch his protegee, as dinner was
immediately announced.
Miss Remington was seated next
to Dunham at the table, with the
Judge on her other side. The young
man was pleased with the arrangement, and sat furtively studying the
delicate tinting of her face, the dainty
line of cheek and chin and ear, the
sweep of ber dark lashes, and the
ripple of her brown hair, as he tried
to converse easily with her, as an old
friend might.
At length the Judge turned to the
girl and said:
"Miss Remington, you remind me
strongly of a young woman who was
In my office this afternoon."
The delicate color flickered out of
the girl's face entirely, leaving even
her lips white, but she lifted her dark
eyes bravely to the kindly blue ones,
and with sweet dignity baffled the
questioned recognition in his look.
"Yes, you are so much like her
that I would think you were her sister perhaps, if it were not' for the
name," Judge Blackwell went on.
"She was a most interesting and
beautiful young lady." The old gentleman bestowed upon the girl a look
that was like a benediction. "Excuse
me for speaking of it, but her dress
was something soft and beautiful, like

low voice.

The conversation then became general, and the girl did not look up for
several seconds; but the young man
on her right, who had not missed a
word of the previous
could
not give attention to the story Mrs.
Blackwell was telling, tor pondering
what he had heard.
The ladies now left the table, and
though this was the time that Dun.
ham had counted upon for an.
.with the great ini wJlo
tete-a-tet-

self-contr-

Bowman.
Miss Remington walked
into the
drawing room with a steady step, bul
with a rapidly beating heart. Her rea
ordeal had now come. She cast about
in her mind for subjects of converea
tion which should forestall unsafe
topics, and Intuitively sought the pro
tection of the judge's wife. But imme
diately she saw her hostess makinf
straight for the little Chippendale
chair beside her.
"My dear, it is too lovely," she be
Do tell me how
gan. "So opportune!
long you have known Tryon?"
The girl caught her breath and gath
ered her wits together. She looked uj
shyly into the pleasant curious eyea
of Mrs. Bowman, and a faint glean
of mischief came into her face.
"Why " Her hesitation seemed
only natural, and Mrs. Bowman decided that there must be something
very special between these two. "Why
not so very long, Mrs. Bowman nol
as long as you have known him." She
finished with a smile which Mrs. Bowman decided was charming.
"Oh, you sly child!" ehe exclaimed
playfully tapping the round cheek with
her fan. "Did you meet him when he
was abroad this summer?"
"Oh, no, indeed!" said the girl
laughing now in spite of herself. "Oh
no; it was after his return."
"Then it must have been in the
Adirondacks," went on the determined
interlocutor. "Were you at " But
the girl interrupted her. She could not
afford to discuss the Adirondacks, and
the sight of the grand piano across
the room had given her an idea.
"Mr. Dunham told me that you
would like me to play something foi
you, as your musician friend has failed
you. I shall be very glad to, if it will
help you any. What do you care for?
Something serious or something gay?
Are you fond of Chopin, or Beethoven,
or something more modern?"
Scenting a possible musical prodigy
and desiring most earnestly to give
her guests a treat, Mrs. Bowman exclaimed in enthusiasm:
"Oh, how lovely of you! I hardly
dared to ask, as Tryon was uncertain
whether you would be willing. Suppose you give us something serious
now, and later, when the men come in
we'll have the gay music. Make youi
own choice, though I'm very fond ol
Chopin, of course."
i
Without another word, the girl
'moved quietly over to the piano and
took her seat. For jiist a moment her
fingers wandered caressingly over the
keys, as if they were old friends and
ishe were having an understanding
with them, then she began a Chopin
Nocturne. Her touch was firm and vel(vety, and ehe brought out a bell-liktone rrom tne instrument that made
the little company of
realize
that the player was mistress of hei
art. Her graceful fingers and lovely
jhead, with its simple ripples and
waves of hair, were more noticeable
than ever as she sat there, controlling
the exquisite harmonies. Even Mrs
Blackwell stopped fanning and looked
interested. Then she whispered tc
Mrs. Bowman: "A very sweet young
girl. That's a pretty piece she's
Mrs. Blackwell was sweet and
commonplace and
Mrs. Parker Bowman sat up with a
pink glow in her cheeks and a light in
;her eyes. She began to plnn how she
might keep this acquisition and ex
ploit her among her friends. It wae
her delight to bring out new features
,

j

e

j

i
j

play-'lug.-

j

iin her entertainments.
"We shall simply keep you playing
until you drop from weariness," she
announced ecstatically, when the last
wailing, sobbing, soothing chord had
died away; and the other ladies mur
mured, "How delightful!" and whis
pered their approval.
The girl smiled and rippled into a
Chopin Valse, under cover of which
those who cared to could talk in low
tones. Afterwards the musician dashed
into the brilliant movement of a Beethoven Sonata.
It was just as she was beginning Rubinstein's exquisite
tone portrait,
Kamennoi-Ostrow,
that the gentlemen
came in.
Tryon Dunbam had had his much desired talk with the famous judge, but
it had not been about law.
They had been drawn together by
mutual consent, each discovering that
the other was watching the young
stranger as ehe left the dining room
"She is charming," said the old man,
smiling into the face of the younger.
"Is she an intimate friend?"
"I I hope so," stammered Dunham.
"That is, I should like to have her
consider me so."
"Ah ! " said the old man, looking deep
into the other's eyes with a kindly
smile, as if he were recalling pleasant experiences of his own. "You are
a fortunate fellow. I hope you may
succeed in making her think so. Do
you know, Bhe interests me more than
most young women, and in some way
I cannot disconnect her with an occurrence which happened in my office
'
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man showed a deep lnter-t- . eome time." The kindness in her tone
in the matter, and the judge told almost brought a rush of tears to the
e story again, this time more in de-.eyes of the weary, anxious girl.

TRUE TO PRINCIPLES

..

1

aey drew a little apart from the
r.oat of the men. The host, who had
deen warned by his wife to give
oung Dunham an opportunity to talk
With the judge, saw that, her
plans

were succeeding admirably.
When the muelc began in the other
room the judge paused a moment to
listen, and then went on with his
story.
"There Is a freight elevator just opposite that left door of my office, and
sv.mchow I cannot but think it had
something to do with the girl's disappearance, although the door was
c'c.-'eand the elevator was down on
Hie cellar floor all the time, as nearly
ts I can find out."
The young man asked eager questions, feeling In hie heart that the
Ktory might in some way explain the
mystery of the young woman in the
other rom.
"Suppose you stop In the office tomorrow," said the Judge.
"Perhaps
you'll get a glimpse of her, and then
bear me out in the statement that
she's like your friend. By the way,
who is making such exquisite music?
Suppose we go and investigate. Mr.
Bowman, will you excuse us if we follow the ladies? We are anxious to
hear the muBic at closer range."
The other men rose and followed.
The girl did not pause or look up
as they came in, but played on, while
the company listened with the most
rapt and wondering look. She was
playing with an empressement which
could not fail to command attention.
Tryon Dunham, standing just behind
the Judge, was transfixed with amazement. That this delicate girl could
bring forth such an entrancing volume
of sound from the instrument was a
great surprise. That she was so exquisite an artist filled him with a kind
of intoxicating elation it was
as
though she belonged. to him.
At last she played Liszt's brilliant
Hungarian Rhapsody, her slender
hands taking the tremendous chorda
and octave rune with a precision and
rapidity that seemed inspired. The
final crash came in a shower of liquid
Jewels of sound, and then she turned
to look at him, her one friend in that
company of strangers.
He could see that she had been playing under a heavy strain. Her face
looked weary and flushed, and her eyes
were brilliant with feverish excitement. Those eyes seemed to be pleading with him now to set her free from
the kindly scrutiny of these
curious strangers. They gathered about her In delight, pouring
their questions and praises upon her.
"Where did you study? With some
great master, I am sure. Tell us all
about yourself. We are dying to know,
and will sit at your feet with great
delight while you discourse."
Tryon Dunham interrupted these
disquieting questions, by drawing hie
watch from his pocket with apparent
hasty remembrance, and giving a well
feigned exclamation of dismay.
"I'm sorry, Mrs. Bowman; it is too
bad to interrupt this delightful eve.
ning," he apologized; "but I'm afraid
if Miss Remington feels that she must
take the next train, we shall have to
make all possible speed. Miss Remington, can you get your wraps on in
three minutes? Our carriage is probably at the door now."
With a look of relief, yet keeping up
her part of dismay Over the lateness
of the hour, the girl sprang to her feet,
and hurried away to get her,. wraps, in
spite of her protesting hostess. Mrs.
Bowman was held at bay with 6weet
expressions of gratitude for the pleasant entertainment. The great black
picture hat was settled becomingly on
the small head, the black cloak thrown
over her gown, and the gloves fitted
on hurriedly to hide the fact that they
were too large,
"And whom did you say you studied
with?" asked the keen hostess, determined to be able to tell how great a
guest she had harbored for the evening.
"Oh, is Mr. Dunham calling me, Mrs.
Eowmah? You 'will excuse me foi
hurrying off, won't you? And it has
been so lovely of you to ask me perfectly delightful to find friends this
way when I was a stranger."
She hurried toward the stairway and
down the broad steps, and the hostess
had no choice but to follow her.
The other guests crowded out into
the hall to bid them good-band to tell
good-hearte-

(To be Continued Tomorrow j
Good Reason for His Enthusiasm
When a man has suffered for several days with colic, diarhoea or other
form of bowel complaint and Is then
cured sound and well by one or two
doses of Chamberlain's Colic, Colera
and Diarrhoea Remedy, as is often the
case, it is but natural that he should
be enthusiastic in his praise of the
remedy, and especially is this the case
of a severe attack when life is threat
eneu. Try it wnen in need or sucn a
remedy. It never fails. Sold by all
dealers. Adv.
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CONFERENCE FOR COMMON GOOD
Columbia, S. C. Aug. 6. With dele
over
gates in attendance from all
Mr. Converse My uncle Is a vegen
South Carolina, there was begun in tarian, so, of course, he is opposed t
this city today a "conference for the eating eggs.
Miss Wabble And so his little chl
common good," the conference being
dren can't have any?
the first of its kind ever held in this
He has tried to compromise by ofr(

section. The proceedings began this
ferlng them hand painted eggplants.
afternoon with a discussion of the
in rural desubject of
NOT TO BE TRUSTED
velopment. Other subjects to be taken up by the conference during its two
days' sessions are the public health,
compulsory education, women's club
work, the home and the church, and
the methods of fostering a community spirit. Bankers, merchants, edu
cators, farmers and men and women
of the various professions are included
in the attendance at the conference.
Heading the list of speakers from outside the state is Dr. P. B. Claxton,
United States commissioner of education.
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagdad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney

trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitchell says, "She was in terrible shape
I ."
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Mrs. De Farm That4 engaged cotsj
Pills and now she is completely cured." Women are more liable to have pie stayin' up to our farm had a falliaj
I
kidney trouble than men and will find out yesterday.
Mrs. De Wood Land's sakes! Whoa
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
j
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer was the cause of it?
Mrs. De Farm I rather think it waij
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
our bargain hammock.
FORWARD TO THE LAND LEAGUE
BARGAIN INSTINCT
Boston, Mass., Aug. 6. The first
conference
of the newly organized
Forward to the Land League assembled in this city today and will continue in session until the end of the
week. The league aims to bring superior results to the farmer, to eliminate frauds in the settlement of lands
and to inspire social life In rural dis
tricts. The movement is designed
also to make farm life so attractive
as to" promote a general exodus from
the congested sections of large cities,
thereby bringing relief to the tenement dwellers and eventual extermination of the slum.
.Remarkable Cure of Dysentery
attacked with dysentery
abut July 15th, and used the doctor's
medicine and other remedies with no
relief, only getting1 worse all the time.
I was unable to do anything and my
weight dropped from 145 to 125
I
suffered for about two
pounds.
months when I was advised to use
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diarrhoea Remedy. I used two bottles of
it and it gave me permanent relief,"
writes B. W. Hill of Snow Hill, N. C,
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
"I was

"I hear Miss De Rocks is engage
to the duke. Do you think it was
case of love on her part?"

"No; it's another caso of the feml
nine bargain instinct. The duke's fires
figures were $200,000, but he droppec'3

to $198,000."
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FRENCH
Drew a Little Apart From the Rest
the girl how much they had enjoyed
the music, Mrs. Blackwell insisted
upon kiesing the smooth cheek of the
young musician, and whispered in
her ear: "You play very nicely, my
dear, I should like to hear you again
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RELIEF EXPEDITION FAILS
Christiana. Norway, Aug. 6. A fur
!j
jj ther mishap in connection with the
Schroeder-Stran- z
Arctic expedition
was reported In a telegram today tellRegular dance tonight at V, B. hall. ing of the
sinking of the relief ship
Adv.
Loevenskiold. The relief expedition
reached land safely in the ship's sail
Light automobile lampa at 7:46 boats.
They have thus far found no
o'clock this evening.
traces of the missing party.
the Norwegian
Captain Staxrud,
Try a dram ot oio nayinr
leader of a second relief expedition
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
also said he had found no trace of
Schroeder-Stran- z
in Northeast land.
Manuel Collardo of Cuba has been
Lieutenant Schroeder-Stranwith
seriously ill for the past few days but three
left the other mem
companions,
is reported to be improving today.
bers of his party last year to make
a practice trip on sledges across
2,000 sheets McKlnley edition popu
Northeast land and they have not
lar standard music at 5c from bow
been heard of since. The object of
on. Romero Book Store, Plaza. Adv,
the expedition was to try to discover
a northeast passage. None of the 11
Secundino Romero this morning 'at
Germans and five Norwegians composthe court house applied for bounty on
seven coyotes which were killed near ing the party had any Arctic
his ranch last month.
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The Best Yet
STEARNS' STORE

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye aged
GARDEN HOSE SUFFICED
in wood. Direct from the distillery
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 6. When
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
a neighbor aroused Ernest Elliott, 713
Adv. East Hazeldne
avenue, at 10:30
o'clock last night to tell him his fence
Miss Clara Heinemann has taken a was afire, Elliott telephoned the fire

week's vacation from her duties at
the Bacharach Brothers department
store and will spend that time at El
Porvenir hotel.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
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& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

NEW MEXICO
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SOCORRO, N. M.
Mine Engineering,
COURSES OFFERED:
Mining Geology, Metallurgical Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and
Mechanical Engineering.
ADVANTAGES:
Requirements fully up to
those of standard schools of mines everywhere;
close proximity to a great variety of mines and
smelters, where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water
famed for ts purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost, etc.
For full information, or catalogue, address
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NEW R7EXSO

SGWOL

A regular communication of Chap
1IEKK AND UNLOADED
man lodge No. 2, A. F. & A. M., will
be held at the Temple tomorrow,
Thursday, evening August 7, at, 7:30 CAR OF SCENERY AND PARAo clock.
All members ant visiters
PHERNALIA ARRIVES FROM
SILVER
CITY
requested to be present.

The county commissioners of San
Miguel county met this morning at
the court house to make arrangements
for the opening of bids for a bridge
to be built across the Gallinas river
at Prince street, but up to noon no
thing of importance had been done.
Mary Lisiner, aged 68 years, was
yesterday afternoon committed to the
state insane hospital as being demented. Her case was one of the numerous
cases of this kind due to old age and
confinement. Her personal estate will
be arranged fo settlement this week.
Lorenzo Sierra and Roman Lucero
were brought in yesterday afternoon
from Chaperito where they were tried
last week on a charge of cattle steal
ing. They are charged with stealing
over 30 head of cattle from a number
of different residents
of Chaperito.
They were bound over to the grand
jury under a bond of $1,000.

n si
u

department and then got busy with a
garden hose. When firemen from the
Highlands station arrived he had extinguished the fire. Elliott did not
know how the fence caught fire. The
There was a hearing in the cham flames were about to set a shed on
bers of. Judge D. J. Leahy this morn fire when Elliott turned on the stream.
ing in the matter of the wife of Fran
cisco S. Ortega as administrator of
her husband's estate for the disposiIUBIN APPARATUS IS
tion of land.

OF MIXES

The board of directors of the state
asylum, met yesterday morning for
the regular monthly business session.
Regular routine business was transact
ed and the matter of the appointment
of a successor to take the place of
George Ward as steward was left to
be decided at the next monthly meeting, on account of the absence of two
members.
The local order of Knights of Pythias met last night in their lodge
rooms for a regular meeting and a reviving of the spirit of the lodse. The
attendance was good and the display
of enthusiasm during the evening
showed that in a short time the lodge
would again be on a firm business basis. This order will continue to hold
regular meetings and all members are
requested to attend all meetings.

ZCCCKRO, KEY RZEXSQ9

NO DANGER!
Disappointment is
impossible when you
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buy at out store. For
who can be disap'
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CO. STORE

The car carrying the apparatus
used by the Lubin
Motion Picture
company arrived in Las Vegas late
this afternoon and was unloaded as
soon as it arrived. The stage settings, paint materials and all other
necessary materials that will be in
demand at once will be placed at the
btudio on Gallinas avenue and' as soon
as the play which Romame Fielding
will write this week is completed the
work on its production will start.
The first work will probably be
done Friday though no definite date
has yet been set. Applications ror
work by Las Vegas peopla continue
to come in fast and up w this even
ing over 90 requests had been received. It is expected that about 10
of these people will be used in the
first play, while those roilowing will
depend on the number needed for
the plays. If enough local people
with enough talent in this line are
chosen it is possible that )n the fu
ture plays will be Btageff"w)lilch will
require between 10 and 30 people.
The lot adjoining the studio has
been leased and will he arranged for
work at once.
All Las Vegas is watching the
movements of this company and no
doubt the studio will be tie most
popular place in the city when the
real work starts. The company is
greatly pleased with Las Vegas and
although all the members have not
seen all the magnificent scenery
about the city they are satisfied that
great work can be accomplished here.

5

RIFLE TEAM DOING GOOD WORK
The members of the New Mexico
jj
rifle team are working hard on the
range northwest of the city to get
In the best possible
shape for the
coming national meet that is to be
held at Camp Perry next month. The
men, according to Lieutenant Bump,
are shooting better now than ever
before at an equal time before the
meet. In the skirmish run the men
have shown efficiency both in judgment of the wind and general marks,
manship. Of the 20 men that are
now at the range the men who will
represent New Mexico this year at
Camp Perry will be chosen this next
week. As a team the men have advanced 50 per cent over the shooting
that has been in progress for the past
few weeks and Lieutenant Bump is
more than pleased with the work.

mmm
THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

over the historic half-nr'ftrack. It
will be his only appearance in the
east this season.
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PREPARATIONS BEING MADE
SANTA FE TO ENTERTAIN
VISITORS SATURDAY

"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
son. Old management; old rates. Cai
rfage out every Saturday. Leave orders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
ADVERTISED

LETTER

are

Rug.
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Two more cars, it is said, have
been entered to make the big trip to
Santa Fe Saturday, when the local
Elks and many other Las Vegas citizens will be the guests of the Santa
Fe antlered herd at a dance Saturday
evening, and a baseball game is
be Blayedj the following afternoon
between the local Elks and those of
Santa Fe. With these entries there
are now eight automobile owners who
have signified their intention of making the trip.
It is expected that several more
will be lined up by the latter part of
the week. All those owning machines
are requested
to notify William
Springer If they wish to enter so that
the Santa Fe people may be informed
of the exact number who will visit
that city.
The ball game is causing great In
terest among the local Elks. They
have arranged to put out a first class
team, consisting entirely of the ant
lered folk with the exception of the
battery, which will be taken from the
best In the city, regardless of mem
bership. The men are busy this week
oiling up their gloves antr trying out
their arms. A number of the pros
pective players say that they are in
the
"pink of condition" and
will bring home the fatted calf when
they return from the' Ancient City
Sunday evening. Most of the Vegas
cars will leave here Saturday arier
noon and make Santa Fe In time to
attend the big dance while a number
of others will make the
trip eany
Sunday morning. It has been request- ed that as many as possible maice
arrangements to go Saturday as the
Santa Fe Elks have made large prep
arations for the entertainment of the
Las Vegas people.

Simms,

Sr. Cecilio Velesquiez,
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One on your bed room
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See our COMPLETE LINE to day. Also
the new Green and Brown Fiber Rush
Mockers at
- $5.00 Each.
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"COMPLETE FURNISHERS OF THE HOME"

Jefferson Raynolds; President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynelds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
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Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy aud Accommodation Within the Scope of Good BaEkitg.
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Williams, Ray Young.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for advertised letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.

1,134 PEOPLE

One on your porch

will make you a Summer
HOME.

Li!

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending August 2, 1913.
Herbert P. Asselin, Mrs. Marillita
Apodaca, Big Lewis, the tailor, J. P.
Chene, W. W. Dean, Mrs. H. J. Dillon,
Fred Fox, Procopio Martinez, Mrs. Ida
E. Meas, Mrs. John Olson, G. E. Rus
sell, Alessandra E. Sanchez,
Albert

1,200 people availed
of Las Vegas Carnegie library
during the month ot July, or practically 40 each day. The exact figures
are 1,184. The library during the
month purchased 16 books, bringing
its total of volumes avalable for the
people of the city up to 8,200.
Fourteen cards were issued to new
! patrons of the institution during the
period covered by the last report
and 832 books were taken out for
fi
reading in the same time. Four
daily papers were received throughthem-.elve- s

out the period. Ten weeklies and 16
were also re
monthly periodicals
ceived by the library and placed In
its files. The formal report is as
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BUY AM nUJO DZLUVERY WAD ON
insures
Deliveries at Minimum
Prompt

Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom
you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper thfn horse power
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Number of books in library July
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A shipment of the famous
Delton and Crex Grass
Rugs just received,
The IDEAL SUMMER

i

follows:

1,

8,184.

head-

Number of books purchased in July,

quarters for fresh

16.

Vegetables

8,200.

Total number

and
Fruits in Season

of
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July

81,

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

CimilLES SLFLLD COZ,7PWV, Agents

Number of cards issued to new
patrons, 14.
Number of books loaned in July,
832.

Number of persons using library,
1,184.

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

UHLAN AFTER RECORD
Goshen, N. Y., Aug. 6. Uhlan, 1:68,
owned by C. K. G. Billings of New
York, champion trotter ortlie world,
will appear at Goshen during race
week, August 9 to 21, in an attempt
to beat his world's record, 2:02

EIGHT

Number of daily papers, 4.
Number of monthly magazines 16.
Number weekly periodicals, 10.
Respectfully submitted,
REBECCA ROWLAND, Librarian
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEG4S OPTIC

